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ABSTRACT

A series of ten triaxial tests has been conducted at the University of Manitoba on

buffer specimens at elevated temperatures of 65"C and 100"C and with high pressures

up to a maximum effective stress of 3,0 MPa. The buffer is a sand-bentonite

mixture to be used to seal canisters containing highJevel ¡adioactive fuel waste

deep within the crystalline ¡ocks of the Canadian Shield. The high temperature

(100"C) of the radioactive fuel waste necessitates testing the buffer at elevated

temperatures to determine its strength and volume change characteristics, The

specimens were sheared under a relatively uncommon stress path in which the mean

effective stress p' was kept constant,

The equipment, specimen forming procedures, and the test methodology are described

in detail. Membrane diffusion tests were performed on silicone rubber membranes

used to seal the specimen from the cell fluid. All test results are presented in a

detailed systematic manner.

The shear strength envelopes show only small variation with temperature, and are

broadly comparable with the results of previous researchers. The Critical Stâte

Lines a¡e dependent on temperature with decreased clay specific volume being

produced with increased temperature, The Normal Consolidation Lines show evidence

of shrinking yield loci with increased temperature, and this agrees with results

shown by other researchers on different clays. The Normal Consolidation Lines and

Critical State Lines agree generally with results obtained by Lingnau and Saadat

using different test procedr¡res.
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Fig. 5.1 Consolidation T1301. p' = 1.5 MPa, uu = 1.0 lvIPa,T = 27"C

a) Cell 03 and Back P¡essure uo vs. Elapsed Time,

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig.5.2 Consolidation T1301, p'= 1.5 MPa, uu = 1.0-!vlPa,T =27oC

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.3 Consolidation T1302. p' = 1.5 MPa, ur = 1.0 MPa, T = 65oC

a) Cell o, and Back hessure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.4 Consolidation T1302. p' = 1.5 MPa, u¡ = 1.0 MPa, T = 65oC

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time,

Fig. 5,5 Consolidation T1303. p' = 0.6 MPa, ur = 1.0 - 7,0 MPa, T = 26oC

a) Cell o, and Back kessure uo vs. Elapsed Time,

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.6 Consolidation T1303. p' = 0,6 MPa, ur = 1.0 - 7.0 MPa, T = 26oC

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.7 Consolidation T1304. p' = 0.6 MPa, uu = 1.0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Cell o, and Back Pressure uo vs. F.lapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time,

Fig. 5.8 Consolidation T1304. p' = 0.6 MPa, ur = 1.0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Volurnetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e3 vs. Elapsed Time.



Fig. 5.9 Consolidation T1305. p' = 0.6 MPa, u¡ = 1.0 MPa, T = 100oC

a) Cell o3 ând Back Pressure uo us. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig.5.10 Consolidation T1305. p'= 0.6 MPa, ur = 1.0 MPa, T = 100"C

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.11 Consolidation T1306. p' = 0.6 MPa, uu = 1.0 MPa, T = 100'C

a) Cell o, and Back Pressure ub vs. Elapsed Time,

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig.5.12 Consolidation T1306. p'= 0.6 MPa, uu = 1.0 MPa, T = 100'C

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, v.r. Elapsed Time.

Fig, 5.13 Consolidation T1307. p' = 1.5 MPa, ur = 1.0 - 7.0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Cell o, and Back P¡essure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.14 Consolidation T1307. p' = 1.5 MPa, u¡ = 1.0 - 7,0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.15 Consolidation T1308. p' = 3.0 MPa, uu = 1.0 MPa, T = 100oC

a) Cell o, and Back P¡essure ub yr. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5,16 Consolidation T1308. p' = 3.0 MPa, uu = 1.0 MPa, T = 100"C

a) Volumetric Srain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.17 Consolidation T1309. p' = 1.5 MPa, u¡ = 1.0 MPa, T = 100'C

a) Cell 03 and Back kessure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.
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Fig. 5.18 Consolidation Ti309. p' = 1.5 MPa, uu = 1.0 MPa, T = 100oC

a) Volumetric Strain ev vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral S train e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5,i9 Consolidation T1310. p' = 3.0 MPa, ur = 1.0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Cell o, and Back P¡essure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.20 Consolidation T1310. p' = 3.0 MPa, ur = 1.0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5,21 Shear T1301. p' = 1.7 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 25'C

a) Cell o, and Back Pressure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fí9. 5.22 Shear T1301. p' = 1,7 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 25'C

a) Volumetric Strain ev vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time,

Fig. 5.23 Shea¡ T1301. p' = L.7 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 25"C

a) Axial Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial Sfain Rate log è, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.24 Shear T1301. P' = 1.7 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 25"C

a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain er.

b) Deviator Stress q ys. Mean Effective Stress p'.

Fig. 5.25 Shear T1302. P' = 1,7 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Cell 03 and Back P¡essure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.26 Shear T1302. 9' = L.7 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65"C

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.
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Fig. 5.27 Shea¡ T1302. p' = l;7 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Axial Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial St¡ain Rate log e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.28 Shear T1302. p' = 1.7 MPa, uo = 1,0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain e,.

b) Deviator Stress q ys. Mean Effective Stress p'.

Fig. 5,29 Shea¡ T1303. p' = 0,6 MPa, uo = 7,0 MPa, "l = 26"C

a) Cell 03 and Back P¡essure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.30 Shear T1303. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 7.0 MPa, T = 26'C

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vr. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.31 Shear T1303. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 7.0 MPa, T = 26"C

a) Axial Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.32 Shear T1303. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 7.0 MPa, T = 26oC

a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain er.

b) Deviator Shess q ys. Mean Effective Sness p'.

Fig. 5.33 Shear T1304. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65"C

a) Cell 03 and Back Pressure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time,

Fig. 5.34 Shear T1304. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65oC

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time,

b) Lateral Sftain e3 vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.35 Shea¡ T1304. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65oC

a) Axial Strain er vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log e, vs. Elapsed Time,



Fig. 5.36 Shear T1304. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain er.

b) Deviator Stress q ys. Mean Effective Stress p'.

Fig. 5.37 Shear T1306. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100'C

a) Cell o, and Back kessure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs, Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.38 Shear T1306. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100oC

a) Volumetric Strain eu vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e3 vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.39 Shear T1306. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100'C

a) Axial Slrain e, vs. Elapsed Time,

b) Axiat Strain Rate log e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig, 5.40 Shear T1306. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100"C

a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain er.

b) Deviator Stress q ys. Mean Effective Stress p'.

Fig. 5.41 Shear T1307. p'= 1.5 MPa, uo = 7.0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Cell 03 and Back Pressure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.42 Shear T1307. p' = 1.5 MPa, uo = 7.0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Volumetric Shain ru vs, Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.43 Shear Ti307. p' = 1.5 MPa, uo = 7.0 MPa, T = 65"C

a) Axial Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig.5.44 Shea¡ T1307. p'= 1.5 MPa, uo = 7.0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain er.

b) Deviator Stress q ys. Mean Effective Sress p'.
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Fig. 5.45 Shea¡ T1308. P' = 3.0 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100"C

a) Cell o, and Back Pressure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.46 Shear T1308. p' = 3.0 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100'C

Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time,

Fig. 5.47 Shear T1308. p' = 3.0 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100"C

a) Axial Strain e, v,t. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log è, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.48 Shea¡ T1308. p' = 3.0 MPa, uo = 1'0 MPa, T = 100"C

a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain el.

b) Deviator Stress q vs. Mean Effective Stress p',

Fig. 5.49 Shear T1309. p' = 1.5 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100oC

a) Cell o, and Back P¡essure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.50 Shear Ti309. p' = 1.5 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100'C

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.51 Shear T1309. p' = 1.5 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100'C

a) Axial Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log è, vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.52 Shear T1309, P' = 1.5 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100oC

a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain er.

b) Deviator Stress q vs. Mean Effective Stress p'.

Fig, 5,53 Shear T1310. p' = 3.0 MPa, uo = 1'0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Cell o, and Back Pressure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.
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Fig.5.54 Shear T1310. P'= 3.0 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65"C

Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

Fig. 5.55 Shear T1310. p'= 3.0 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65oC

a) Axial Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log è, vs. Blapsed Time.

Fig. 5.56 Shea¡ T1310. p' = 3.0 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65"C

a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain er.

b) Deviator Stress q ys. Mean Effective Stress p'.

Fig. 5.57 Consolidation Summary for T1300 Series afte¡ a) compaction, b) first

consolidation period at 26'C, and c) thermal consolidation al 26"C,

65"C, and 100'C.

Fig. 5.58 Summary of End of Consolidation results as related to temperature.

Fig. 5.59 Shear strength sunìmâry. Deviator Stress q ys. Mean Effective Stress p',

Fig.5.60 Clay Specific Volume V ys. Mean Effective Stress In p' at Peak

S trength.

Fig.5.61 Shear Modulus Gro Secant vs. Mean Effective Stress p'. Time interval

1-day,

Fig. 5.62 Young's Modulus E 
o Secant ys. Mean Effective Stress p'. Time interval

1-day.

Fig. 5.63 Stress Ratio q = q/p' vs. Axial Strain Rate e,.

Fig. 5.64 Specimen exhibiting a banel shape at the end of shear.

Fig. 5,65 Specimen exhibiting a widened base at the end of shea¡. Specimen T1306.

Fig. 5.66 Specimen exhibiting a shear plane at the end of shear. Specimen T1308.

Fig. 6.1 Summary of normal consolidation lines compared with Lingnau and Saadat.

Fig. 6.2 Summary of shear strength results compared with Lingnau and Saadat.

Fig. 6.3 Summary of critical state lines compared with Lingnau and Saadat.



LIST OF' SYMBOLS

e Void ratio

CID' Consolidated isotropic tlrained tests at constant mean effective stress

CIû Consolidated isotropic undrained tests with pore pressure measurement

Ci Curie

CSL Critical state line

DPT Differentialpressuretransducer

Ero Young's modulus at q = 0.5 g*r*

G Shear modulus ât o = 0.5 o50 ' ìnax

G Specific weight for clayc'

{I } Unit tenso¡

LSG Lateral strain gauge

LVDT Linea¡ variable differential ffansformer

M Slope of critical state line in q-p' space

N I-ocation of normal consolidation line in Vo:ln p' plane

OCR Overconsolidation ratio

PRV Pressure relief valve

p' Mean effective stress ( oi + 2 o/3

P;,P;"", ConsolidationPressure

p'". Mean effective stress at critical state

q Deviator stress( or - o'3) = ( o; - o;)

g", Deviator stIess at critical state

rad radiation absorbed dose

rem roentgen equivalent for man

RTD Resistânce thermal device

Sv Sieve¡t

xlv



u, üb Pore water pressufe, back pressure

V Specific volume

V" Clay specific volume

Vo Initial specimen volume

c' Angle of shear planes to the major principal axis

ø Alpha particles (Appendix A only)

B Beta particles

ß"," Thermal expansion coefficient for pore water

P, Thermal expansion coefficient fo¡ mineral solids (average)

Y Gamma particles

Yç Effective clay dry density

Y," Unit weight of water

I Location of critical state line in Vo:ln p' plane

€r,€z,o¡ Principalstrains

e Axial strain rate
I

e Shear strain
s

8u Volumetric strain

ôep Plastic volumetric strain increment

n Sress ¡atio = q/p'

x Slope of unload-¡eload line in V":ln p' space

À, Slope of normal compression line and critical state line in V":tn p'

plane

v Poisson's ratio

or,or,o, kincipal total stresses

o;,o;,o; Priacipal effective stresses

S Angle of shearing resistance



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis deals with one aspect of the proposed Canadian concept fo¡ burying

nuclear waste in the hard rocks of the Canadian Shield, It involves laboratory

tests on one of the materials that ¡vill be used to seal radioactive waste from the

inhabited environment. The introductory material presented in Section 1.1 and 1.2

originally came from a term paper for course 23.716 Environmental Impâct. The term

paper is presented in its entirety in Appendix A.

1,1. Nuclear Energy

Nuclear reactors hamess the energy that is produced by fission of Uranium-235.

The heat produced through the fission process is used to convert water to steam

which turns a turbine to produce electricity. Fission is a process where atoms are

split by neutrons. The splitting of the atom ¡eleases neuffons, radiation, and

radioactive fragments called fission products.

The reacto¡s that Canada produces are called CANDU reactors (CANadian Deuterium

Uranium). These reactors employ natural uranium which contains 0.77o lJ-235 ætd

98,37o U-238. Power comes from fission of Uranium-235. Uranium-238 is not fissile

material but abso¡bs neutrons and decays to fissile Plutonium-239. The uranium is

processed into fuel bundles that can be used in the CANDU reactor. The natural

urânium is formed into ceramic pellets which æe housed in zirconium tubes and

arranged to form a fuel bundle.



Each time fission occurs 2 to 3 neutrons are ¡eleased that can take pa$ in another

fission. The splitting of a single atom creates the potential to split more atoms

and is called a chai¡ ¡eaction. The fuel is considered spent when the number of

neutf,ons that are abso¡bed by the fission products becomes greater than the number

of neutrons being released.

The spent fuel contains a vâriety of fission products that emit harmful radiation.

The radiation ievels decay with time and the radioactive elements become more

stable. The decay process for some elements cari take a very long time with the

reduction of half the râdioactive elements being called the halflife. Elements

such as iodine-129 and plutonium-239 have halflives of 17,000,000 and 24,000

years, respectiveiy.

The objective of research undertaken at Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) in

Pinawa, Manitoba is to develop a safe and peÍnanent method for disposal of nuclear

waste, Cur¡ently spent fuel bundles are sto¡ed in pools or in above-ground concrete

canisters. These storage methods ars safe but require maintenance and monitoring.

Who will monitor the waste 10,000 years from now? Can we be assured that the type

of society that we know will exist in the future? The answe¡s to these important

questions are oulside the scope of this thesis.

1.2 Proposed Method for Nuclear Waste Disposal in C

In Canada, the investigation i¡to a suitable permanent method to dispose of

high-level radioactive waste began in 1977 with the Ha¡e Report, The committee was

formed by the Canadian Govemment to investigate the diçosal options that exist,



The report recommends that the waste be contained deep in a crystalline rock

formation,

AECL has investigated the characteristics of granite plutons in the area known

geologically as the Cânadian Shield. The Shield has been stable fo¡ hundreds of

millions of years and contains about 1500 plutons. Plutons are formed at depths of

several kilometres when magma wells upward and then solidifies. The magma cools

slowly to form crystalline igneous rock which is later exposed at the ground

surface by erosion and uplift. Since the rock forms as a massive body it contains

few fractures and joints. It is proposed that vaults be excavated in a granite

pluton 1000 m below the ground surface to contain the nuclear fuel waste. The

cunent proposal is that boreholes would be excavated within the floor of the

vaults to allow emplacement of nuclear waste containers, although further options

are under examination.

The Canadian disposal concept consists of a number of barriers which are designed

to retard the flow of the nuclear waste, The bar¡iers will prevent the waste f¡om

migrating to the biosphere before the radioactive elements have decayed to a safe

level, The barrie¡s include (1) a stable waste form, (2) the container, (3) seals,

and (4) granite rock.

The spent fuel bundles will be stored directly in titanium containers. The fuel is

99Vo contaned in the ceramic pellets with 17o existing within the interior of the

zi¡conium tubes, Therefore the radionuclides that are free to be solubilzed and

transporfed arc the 1.7o that are not contai¡ed within the pellet. The container is

designed to \,vithstand the vault conditions for 500 years. Once the canister

corrodes, the radionuclides are contained by a sand-clay mixtu¡e called buffer



whose propefiies are investigated in this thesis. The buffe¡ sur¡ounds the

container within the emplacement borehole and will retard the groundwâter flow.

Beyond the buffer, the remaining transport paths for the radionuclides are through

the backfill that is used to seal the vault, and the granite rock.

1.3 The Role of Buffer in Nuclear Waste Containment

The sand-clay mixture (that is, the buffer) will seal the annulus between the

tita¡rium container and the granite ¡ock. The buffer also supports the canister and

prevents it from settling within the borehole. Bentonite makes up the clay portion

of the buffe¡ and is used for its swelling properties.

During the initial stages after emplacement, the canister temperature will inc¡ease

to 100oC and the buffer will dry. Once the waste disposal site is decommissioned

the original groundwater levels will be restored and water will be reint¡oduced to

the buffe¡. The buffer will swell and reseal any cracks that were formed during

the drying stage. It is anticipated that the resaturation period will be less than

the life span of the container. The buffer will experience conditions of elevated

temperature, and watef pressures up to 10 MPa.

1.4 Past Research on Buffer

The buffer has been a topic of research at the University of Manitoba since 1984.

A series of MSc and PhD dissertations have been based on examination of various

aspects of the buffer propefies. The purpose of the resea¡ch has been to

detenrrine the châracteristics of the buffer and to be able to model the buffer



numerically. The following provides an overview of previous ¡esearch on buffer at

the University of Manitoba.

Sun (1986) conducted triaxial tests on buffer specimens with a dry density of

1,50 Mg/m3. The tests he performed include incremental isotropic consolidation,

undrained strain controlled, and drained load controlled tests (\¡/ith constant mean

effective stress p'). These tests examined the pseudo-elastic bulk modulus,

strength envelope, and the shea¡ modulus of the buffer up to a confining pressure

of 1.0 MPa at ambient temperatures.

Wan (1987) performed similar triaxial tests to Sun but with an increased confìning

p¡essure of 3.0 MPa at ambient temperature. A technique for forming specimens that

equilibriate faster was examined by varying the dry density and water content. He

extended the swelling pressure-effective clay dry density relationship and

investigated the applicability of the effective stress concept. The critical state

model as it relates to the buffer was investigated.

saadat (1989) examined the validity of the effective stress concept and developed a

conceptual model for the buffer. The pressure-clay dry density relationship was

extended to a confining pressure of 10 MPa on specimens with dry densities of

1.50 Mg/m3 and also the AECL reference, 1.67 Mg/m3. His triaxial tests included

isotropic consolidation, und¡ained strain conrolled, and drained stress confolled

tests. The tests were performed at room tempe¡ature with some tests being

performed at back pressures as high as 7 MPa. The rock-buffer-container-backfill

interaction was examined through preliminary fînite eiement modellhg.



Yin (1990) developed an elastic visco-plastic model fo¡ triaxial stressing. The

model predicts creep, strain rate, and relaxation in consolidation and shear. The

model was calibrated with existing data from tests performed at room temperature.

oswell (1991) performed a variety of tests to examine the elastic plastic behaviour

of the buffe¡ at room tempe¡ature. He studied the elastic moduli, yield locus,

flow rule, plastic potential, hardening law, and failure criterion, The tests were

performed on specimens with densities of 1.49 Mg/m3 ancl 1.67 Mg/m3.

Lingnau is currently writing up a testing program that for the ffust time

investigated the response of buffer to elevated isothermal temperatures of 65'c and

100'C. Triaxial tests were performed on buffer specimens compacted to 1.67 Mg/m3

dry density with a maximum confining pressure of 10 Mpa. The specimens were

consolidated and then sheared undrained using a constant rate of strain.

Tanaka and crilly have recently begun research programs that will investigate the

effect of temperature on yielding and also the effect of thermal ramping.

Thermally ramped tests will model the conditions in the vault better tha¡r

isothermal tests. The temperature of the buffer will gradually increase to a

maximum of 100"C in the vault, approach isothermal conditions, and then begin

cooling. These tests wilt initially be performed using illite rarher than

bentonite to gain a better understanding of thermal effects on a less active clay.

The bentonite contains montmorillonite which has a similar basic structure to

illite. However, illite has less significant swelling characteristics because it

contains sheets of aluminum-silica units that are weally bound by potassium ions

instead of water. It is expected that the less active behaviour of illite will



lead to a clearer understanding of temperature effects on oiay without the

additional complexity introduced by the creep behaviour of the bentonite.

1.5 The Need for this Research

The previous section has outlined the work of past researchers and provides a

precedence for the types of laboratory testing thât are conducted. Predominantly,

two types of triaxial test are conducted at the University of Manitoba. These a¡e

(1) undrained strain cont¡olled tests and (2) drained stress controlled tests \ ith

either the cell pressure or the mean effective stress held constant. The purpose

of performing triaxial tests using tlvo methods is to ensure that the strength

envelope is independent of the chosen stress path.

The testing necessary to characterize the buffer at ambient temperatures is now

virtually complete. Since the buffer will experience temperatures approaching a

maximum of 100'C it is necessary to advance the testing program to encompass

thermal effects. Presently, Lingnau has completed isothermal triaxial tesfs at

elevated tempe¡atures using just one stress path in undrained strain controlled

tests,

Using the philosophy outlined earlie¡, it follows that triaxial tests along a

second stress path are necessary to advance the research. The resea¡ch progfam

described in this thesis was designed to investigate buffer cha¡acteristics at

elevated temperatures along a second independent stress path. This stress path,

similar to the ambient temperature test programs, is at a constant mean effective

stress, but now the tests were performed at elevated temperafures. Results should

hopefully be corroborated by Lingnau's results when they are finalized.



The constan! mean effective stress tests have been performed in a manner similar to

that used by Sun, Wan, and Saadat. The specimens were cylinders of buffer with

height 100 mm and diameter 50 mm, formed at a dry density of 1.66 Mg/m3. The

specimens were fust consolidated isotropically and subsequently sheared with five

i¡c¡ements of stress under d¡ained conditions. The specimens were initially

consolidated isothermally at 26"C, and then the temperature was increased to 65oC

or 100oC to allorv furthe¡ consolidation at elevated temperature, The pu¡pose was

to observe the thermal effects on consolidation, independent of pressure changes.

Lingnau's tests were done slightly differently by increasing the specimen

temperature at the staft of the test.

The effective stress concept has been examined af elevated temperature by

increasing the back p¡essure to 7.0 MPa while maintaining a constant mean effective

stress, similar to Saadat's tests. This was done for two tests at temperatures of

26oC and 65oC. These specimens were consolidated and then sheared in the usual way

at the elevated back pressure. This is probably the first time that tests of this

nature have been performed.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the Canâdian concept for disposal of high-level

radioactive waste includes a sand-bentonite barrier called buffer surrounding the

waste containe¡. The buffer has a low hydraulic conductivity af -10'12 m/s (Cheung

et al. 1985, Dixon et al. 1987) which will impede the flow of ¡adionuclides from

the depository. Buffer consists of bentonite (from Avonlea, Saskatchewan) which

contains 807o sodium montmorillonite , and l07o illite, with smaller amounts of

quartz, feldspar, gypsum, and carbonates. Sodium bentonite is an active clay which

swells or compresses, depending on the imposed effective confining pressure, until

volumetric equilibrium is ¡eached. The sand particles arc 607o retained between

bizes of 0.2 mm to 1.0 mm. The sand is well-graded with a uniformity coefficient

of 4.0 (Dixon er al. 1985).

The two components of the buffer, silica sand and sodium bentonite, occur

separately in nature. As a result, the buffer is an engineered material and

experience is limited as to how it will perform compared to coÍìmon natural soils.

Graham et al. (1989) showed that the behaviour of the buffer is controlled by the

clay fraction, and that the sand grains are not in di¡ect contact, but merely act

as filler. The purpose of the sand is to reduce shrhkage, inc¡ease the thermal

conductivity, and decrease the hydraulic conductivity of the buffer (Dixon and Gray

1985, Radhakrishna 1984),



The behaviour of the buffer has been modelled using the theories of Critical State

Soil Mechanics (CSSM) which was first introduced by Roscoe er al. (1958). CSSM

usss three parameters to defi¡e the current state of the soil, namely the mean

effective stress p', deviator stress q, and specific volume V (these variables are

defined below). In triaxial compression tests, it can be assumed that the major

principal total stress Ol coresponds to the axial stress. F¡om fhe conditions

imposed in the test cell, it is also assumed that the intermediate and minor

principal total sfesses 02 and 03 are equal, with magnitude equal to the applied

confining pressure.

The appiicability of the effective stress concept as it pertains to the buffer was

examined by Oswell (1991). He concluded that the effective stress concept could be

applied to the buffer provided that conditions of constant volume or const¿nt

volume straining rate, constant temperature, and constant chemistry are met (Craham

ef al., 7992). The¡efo¡e the effective st¡ess o' can be calculated as,

Io') = {o} - u[I] .....(1)

where u is the porewater pressure a¡rd I I ] is the unit tensor. The effective

stress is taken to include interparticle and physico-chemical forces.

The equations for p' and q ate shown below for both total and effective stress,

Total stress (axial symmetry, oz = o¡ ; e2 = e3)

p = (or + 02 + 03) / 3 = (61+ 2 or) I 3

Q=o1 -6s

.....(2)

..,..(3)

l0



Effective stress

p' = ((ot - u) + 2 (o, - o)) t I = (oi+ 2 oi) / 3

q=(o1 -u) - (os -u) = oi -oi

Volume and shear strains are respectively defined by

er=er+2e3

e.=2(e, -e)/3=et-e"/3

.....(4)

.....(s)

.....(6)

.....(7)

Specific volume is the third parameter required to determine the "state" of the

specimen (Wroth and Houlsby 1985) and is a measure of the soil particle spacing.

The specific volume is lhe volume occupied by unit volume of solids and can be

represented as,

V=l+e .....(8)

where e is the void rario = (volume of voids) + (volume of solids), Since the

behaviour of the buffer is dominated by the clay fraction it is appropriate to use

the specific volume of the clay-water phase V" to describe the particle spacing of

the soil. Specimens can also be examined based on the dry density of the

clay-water phase y. The clay-water specific volume can be calculated based on the

following equation,

Y =G y lyc c 'w 'c

where C. is the specific weight (called "¡elative density" in SI) of the clay

phase, y is the effective clay dry density, and yu, is the unit weight of water,

The specific weight G" has been taken as 2.75 for the clay particles.

.....(e)
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Critical State Soil Mechanics uses elastic-plastic theories to link the shear

strength of a soil with its deformation characteristics. The five components used

to form the elastic-plastic model include (1) elastic behaviour, (2) yield

criterion, (3) plastic potential, (4) hardening law, and (5) failure rule.

Elasticity is the recoverable response of the specimen after deformation has taken

place. The elastic region is bounded by a curved yield locus in p'-q space or a

yield surface if considering the 3-dimensional case in p'-q-Vo space. The yield

zurface marks the boundary between elastic and plastic deformation, that is,

between recoverable and nonrecoverable deformations. Yield loci were defined by

Graham, Noonan, and Lew (1983) for Winnipeg clay. The results showed that yield

Ioci could be normalized with respect to preconsolidation pressure, defined as the

yield point i¡ a l-dimensional consolidation test.

Once the state of the specimen reaches a current yield locus the specimen begins to

strain plastically and deformations are not entirely recoverable. The ratio

between i¡crements of plastic volumetric strain and plastic shear shain defi¡es

the plastic strain increment vector, and can be used to determine the magnitude and

direction of the plastic shear strain if plastic volumetric strains are known frorn

the hardening law. The plastic potential is a locus joining lines that are

orthogonal to the plastic strain increment vector. If the plastic potential

coincides with the yield locus the plastic strains a¡e said to be associated. The

hardening law also determines relative changes in the size of the yield surface.

Expansion of the yield locus due to plastic straining is called strain hardening,

while shrinking of the yield surface is strain softening.

Oswell (1991) determined that the elastic behaviour of buffer at ambient

temperature after unloading was generally isotropic (see also lVan 198?). That is

L2



the yield locus meets the p'-axis in p'-q space at approximately a right angle. He

normalized the yield locus for specimens with two different dry densities a¡rd found

that the shape is the same for both. That is, the shape of the yield locus is

independent of specimen dry density. The yield surface is also located well below

the failure envelope for the buffer, and this indicates that plastic straining

always occurs between yielding and failure of the specimen. The plastic poæntial

for the buffe¡ is non-associated.

A simplification of the general CSSM soil model is given by the Cam Clay model.

The Cam Clay model makes assumptions with regard to the shape of the curves in

p'-q-V space. The shape of the yield locus in p'-q sections is øken to bec'

elliptical, This model is therefore, for an isotropic soil since the yield loci

are orthogonal to the p'-axis. It assumes linea¡ relationships exist fo¡ the

elastic unload-reload lines in ln p'-V, sections with slope r. Likewise, the

hardening law assumes a linear relationship between the specific volume and

preconsolidation pressure with slope À. The Cam Clay model assumes that the shape

of the yield locus remains elliptical durìng plastic straining. The plastic

potential is taken to be associated with the yield locus.

A final aspect of the Cam Clay model is its treatment of the "critical state"

condition. Once a soil has yielded it begins to deform plastically. Shear

stresses can continue to change until a condition is reached where only incremental

plastic shear sïrains occur, and the volume is constant. This condition is called

critical state, when continued shear strains occur without change in effective

stress p', shear stress q, pore water pressure u, and specific volume V. Different

initial stresses cause specimens to define a locus of critical states câlled the

criticai state line (CSL), For the Cam CIay model, the CSL has slope M in p'-q



space and passes through the origin (e", = M p'.r¡. From the requiremen! that

õef = g and the assumption of associated flow, the CSL passes through the top of

each yield locus. The critical state line in ln p'-V space is parallel to and on

the "dry" side (lower Vo) of the hardening law line (slope L) defining

preconsolidation pressures.

The next requirement in buffer-¡elated research is to gain an understanding of the

effects of different temperatures on the parameters of this soil model. Thermal

effects on buffer have been examined by Lingnau fo¡ undrained strain controlled

triaxial tests at elevated specimen temperarures of 65oC and 100'C, Graham et al.

(1990) showed that in the p¡essure range from 0.6 to 3.0 MPa the isotropic

consolidation behaviour in log p"'-V" space gives parallel lines with a slope

l, = 0.171. The lines produce smaller values of V. with increased temperature, and

this indicates shrinkage of the yield surface with heating,

Research into the effects of elevated tempe¡ature on soil propefies has been

performed during the 1980's with regard to the safe disposal of ¡adioactive waste.

The research has been performed in Italy by D¡. T. Hueckel at ISMES, Bergamo; in

the United States by Dr. S. Houston at Sandia Laboratories; and in Canada by

D¡. J, Graham at the University of Manitoba, The proposed nuclear waste disposal

concept in Italy is to deposit the nuclear waste in continental clay. The concept

fo¡ Houston's work is to dispose of high-level nuclear waste in canisters 30 m

below the sea floor, at an ocean depth of approximately 4000 to 6000 m.

Hueckel and Pellegrini (1989) examined the effect of heating und¡ained specimens

with a constant deviator stress and constant total isoiropic siress, They

determined that the specimens could fail thermally with increasing specimen



temperature. The temperature increase elevates the porewafer pressure which

reduces the mean effective stress iri the specimen. The yield locus was found to

soften due to increased temperature, and harden with decreased temperature. The

increased pore pressure effect has been observed in Athabasca oil sand by Agar

(1986) who found that the pote fluids expand more rapidly than the solid particles.

Agar also found that the pore pressure-temperature relationship is non-linear under

a constant confining stress, and linea¡ under a constant effective confi¡ing

stress, Inc¡eased porewater pressure has also been examined by Campanella and

Mitchell (1968) and Plum and Esrig (1969).

According to Yong et al. (1969) increased temperature up to 45oC on kaolinite

results in increased swelling pressure. This is of importance when considering

that the sodium bentonite is a swelling clay, Aylmore et al. (1969) determined

that the sorptive properties of illite can be reduced by heating, This was

indicated by a water content decrease from 200Vo to 357o when the clay was preheated

to 400'C,

Shrinkage of the yield locus (at constant specific volume) has been shown to occur

in l-dimensional oedomete¡ tests with an increase in temperature (Erikkson 1989).

This was also confirmed by Tidfors and Sällfors (i989) who also found that

specimens with higher liquid limit produce a more pronounced dec¡ease in

preconsolidation pressure. The l,Jines are shown to be parallel. The

unload-reload lines (slope r) are shown to be appÌoximately parallel by Demars and

Charles (1982), Plum and Esrig (1969), and Campanella and Mirchell (196g).

(However, more recent studies by doctoral candidate Tanaka suggests this may not

ahvays be true.) Thermal effects drive fhe rJine to lower specific volumes \¡/ith



increased temperafure. Therefore, at a given preconsolidation p¡essure the elastic

region decreases with temperature.

A decrease in volume with inc¡eased temperature was found to occur i¡ drained æsts

on normally consolidated clays by Campanella and Mitchell (i968) and Hueckel et al.

(1987). Plum and Esrig (1969) investigated thermal effects on specimens formed

from slurry. They found that heating a normally consolidated soft soil increases

the compressibility and produces volume decreases. Cooiing of the specimen was

found to make the specimen behave as though it were overconsolidated. This lends

support to the idea that the yield locus expands on cooling. Expansion of the

yield locus for a normally consolidated specimen would appear to make the specimen

overconsolidated. Demars and Charles (1982) determined that a portion of the

volumetric strains f¡om thermal cycling a¡e nonrecoverable. The amount of

nonrecoverable volume strain increases with decreasing OCR and plasticity.

Campanella and Mitchell (1968) show that the nonrecoverable volumetric st¡ains

accumulate with repeated heating-cooling cycles for a normally consolidated soil,

The shear strength of oil sand was found not to change significantly due to

temperature (Agar et al. 1987). Paaswell (1967) zuggested that for a low plastic

clay, temperâture increases reduce the viscosity of the pore fluid resulting in

decreased shearing resistance. Wöhibier and Henning (i969) found that pretreating

kaolinite by heating produced higher shear strengths. Lingnau's test program also

suggests that the undrained shear strength fo¡ the buffer increases with elevated

temperature.

This literature review shows that a good experimental framework exists for

understanding the effects of elevated temperatures on normal clay soils. However,
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nothing exists in the litera¡¡re for highly plastic natural clays, or for the

engineered mixfure of bentonite and sand that forms the buffer. The work described

in this thesis is complementary to the concurrent experimental program which has

just been completed at the University of Manitoba by Lingnau. This is the first

program to be reported on the shear behaviour of the Canadian buffer at elevated

temperatures.
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3.1 Triaxial Cells for High Te

The geotechnical laboratories at the University of Manitoba have three triaxial

cells ¡hat operate under pressures up to 10 MPa and maximum temperatures of 100'C.

A schematic of the t¡iaxial cell is shown in Figure 3.1. The early søges of this

program involved commissioning the third of these cells before begiruring the

testing program. Another of the three cells became available for this program in

December 1991, allowing two tests to be performed simultaneously. This speeded the

work greatly because testing periods have lasted between 19 to 7l days, and

production was slow with only a single cell. Another feature of the cell design

allows inspection of the specimen alignment during the installation process. The

specimen and top cap can be mounted onto the pedestal and the piston can be brought

in contact before the oute¡ sleeve is installed and the cell pressure raised. This

ensures that all the components are aligned prior to testing. The cells were also

designed to accommodate an intemal load cell which eliminates measurement of

piston-seal friction when the specimen is sheared, and lateral displacement

transducers,

The cell in Figure 3.1 is const¡ucted of nickel-plated mild steel with a stainless

steel piston, top cap, and pedestal. The cell consists of two thick ci¡cular

plates which are connected by four rods, The lower end of the rod is threaded into

the cell base while the upper end is machined with a shoulder which supports the
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top plate. To enclose the cell, a steel sleeve slips around the outside of the

plates and is seated in a groove in the cell base. A thinner plate is bolted to

the top plate with four large nuts on the rods. This upper plate rests on the top

plate and the top edge of the sleeve and, in conjunction with the ¡ods, holds the

cell together when it is filled with cell fiuid and then preszurized,

The cell is sealed with nitroxille U-cup seals; the seals are located around the

piston, rods, top plate, and cell base. In the past, it was found that seals ìvith

different chemical compositions became b¡ittle and cracked either due to heat, or

contact with water or silicone oil. The nitroxille seals are designed to withstand

these conditions, A concave portion of these seals faces towards the pressurized

chamber, Increasing the cell pressure causes the concave portion to open and exert

pressure against the walls of the groove, thus providing a seal, This is

physically apparent when the piston is to be brought in contact with the top cap

for the beginning of shear. The axial load required to overcome the cell pressure

exerted on the piston can be calculated. However, additional loads must be applied

to overcoms the friction between the seâl and the piston. The use of a load

transducer inside the cell is designed to overcome uncertainties in the piston

friction force.

Testing procedures used with this equipment are evolving continuously. The

following sections of the thesis have been written at Dr. Graham's request To place

on reco¡d the procedures that had been found most successful up to mid-1992.

The specimen sits on a stainless steel pedestal which is removable (if required)

from the cell base. Th¡ee viton sealing rings are used to separate the pore fluid

from the cell fluid and the atmosphere, One ring is located slightly inside the



periphery of the pedestal and two smaller rings are located around each of the two

ports rhat supply water to the specimen. The pedestal is connected to the ceil

base with trvo bolts which are located within the large diameter sealing ring and

outside the rings that seal the ports. With this arrangement the rings at the

ports seal the pore fluid from the atmosphere, while the exterior ring seals cell

fluid from the atmosphere, As an added precaution, the countersunk bolt holes that

contai¡ the bolts for the pedestal are theaded and sealed with brass plugs. This

prevents any pore fluid losses past the portal sealing rings to the atmosphere.

Axial loads ale applied to the specimen through a 25 mm diamete¡ stainless steel

piston with a submersible load cell th¡eaded to the lower end. The load cell is

housed between two steel plates. The lower plate contains a steel ball which

contacts the load cell button and the bevelled top cap on the specimen. Bolts pass

up through the load cell and thread into the upper plâte which threads onto the

piston. A steel ball is also placed at the top of the piston during assembly" The

steel balls used in the axial assembly prevent eccentric loads from being applied

to the specimen.

The piston can be locked vertically in place by turning a locking colla¡ downward.

This forces the tapered interior, as shown in Figure 3.2, to bear on two btâss

collets which grip the piston. A steel sleeve couples the lock collar to the thick

top plate. A teflon tube is conøined between the sleeve and the piston to ensure

axial alignment of the piston. It was found that the teflon expanded with heat and

wedged between the sleeve and piston. This resulted in either a stick-slip motion

of the piston as seen later in test specimen Ti302 or a completely immobile piston

as was the case for T1305, causing the test to end after consolidation, Later
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tesls were peformed without the teflon bushing and relied only on the b¡ass

collets to ensure the specimen is loaded axially.

Silicone oil is used as Íhe cell fluid for all high temperature testing in the

University Laboratory. The reasons for using silicone oil as opposed to water or

antifreeze are: (a) thermal stability, (b) low electrical conductivity, (c)

nonflammability (flashpoint 500"C), (d) low compressibility, (e) viscosity (500

centipoise), (f) inertness, and (g) non-toxicity, The low electrical conductivity

allows electrical devices to be used inside the cell. The inertness of the oil

prevents cor¡osion of nitroxille/viton seals and steel components.

All pressures applied during testing originate from nitrogen tanks which can

satisfy the test requirements of 10 MPa maximum cell pressure, An added benefit to

using nitrogen tanks is that tests can be operated independently and do not rely on

one source such as a compressor, The nitrogen pressure is applied through a

wall-mounted regulator, accumulator, pressure transducer, and the cell coupled in

series. The accumulator, which can withstand a maximum pressure of 27 'lvfPa,

contâins a diaphragm thât acts as an interface between the nitrogen and silicone

oil. The accumulator performs two functions by: (1) preventing silicone oil from

backing up into the regulator and (2) in the event of a major cell fluid leak the

nitrogen gas could not move past the accumulator, thus preventing an explosive gas

failure at the cell. The pore pressure is applied directly to the water surface in

a back pressure burette which will be described in detail in Section 3.2.2.

Axial load is applied to the specimen using a system of hangers, levers, and

weights. The triaxial tests in this research program are performed unde¡ a

constant mean effective stress p', which requires constant deviator, cell, and pore
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pressures during each stage of shearing. The lever system provides an 8:1 ratio

between the load exerted on the piston and the hanger load.

The plumbing for the triaxial cell consists of a variety of tubing, fittings, and

valves. Copper and stainless steel tubing (3.18 mm-diameter) are used fo¡ the pore

water and back pressure lines. Stainless steel tubing and fïttings are used to

connect the cell base to the brass pore pressure block which houses the porewater

pressure tlansducer. This line encounters the largest thermal effects. Therefo¡e

the uss of only stainless steel parts, means that differential expansion does not

create leakage problems. Copper tubing is used for the remaining lines. Metallic

rather than plastic tubing is used to withstand the maximum back pressure of 7 MPa

which has been used in these tests. (Back pressure is the controlled test pressure

that is applied to the pore fluid inside the specimen to ensure saturation, and

mimic the porelvater pressure expected in the field,) Hydraulic hose is used

between the regulator, accumulator, and the cell to transmit pressure from the

nitrogen tank to the silicone oil cetl fluid. Swagelock compression fittings and

pipe threaded connections are used to join components together,

The valves used on the triaxial cells are brass Nupro valves which are right-angle

valves that produce no volume change when opened or closed, On delivery, the

ùalves contain teflon-coated sealing rings. Viton rings are installed as

replacements if the sealing rings become damaged, Both these materials can

withstand temperatures in excess of 100'C, with the feflon-coated rings being

preferrable in applications with corrosive liquids. The valves are directional;

this means that they must be opened from high to low pressure according to the

direction indicated on the valve, Opening a valve that has higher pressure on the
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opposite side results in tearing of the sealing ring and the valve will not seal

when closed again.

3.2 Instr@

The specimen and its surrounding environment are monitored using a variety of DC

electrical devices. Each device is plugged into a main power board on the test

frame which is connected, by one main cord to a data acquisition computer. Voltage

or resistance readings are conve ed into engineering units with a Basic program

called Datalog, and then stored in a file on the computer's hard drive, The data

are later imported into a Lotus spreadsheet. With the aid of macros, the lotus

files and their graphs can be updated routinely and inspected readily. This

facilitates careful monito¡ing during the course of the experiment.

The computer system uses a Basic program called Voltmetr which was supplied with

the Hewlett Packard ha¡dwa¡e in the data acquisition system. This is used to

measure the voltage output of a device during calibration when, for example, a

known pressure is applied to a pressute transducer and the corresponding voltage is

measured. The tra¡sducers are manufactured to provide a linear relationship

between the measured parameter and signal output. The slope of this line is called

the gain, and is used in the Datalog program to convert ths voltage measurement

into engineering units. The zero in the Datalog calib¡ation ¡outine is the voltage

reading when atmospheric pressure is applied to the transducer. The zero does not

correspond to the Y-intercept of the line plotted on the pressure vs, voltage

graph.
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3.2.1 Pressure

All pressures are measured as close to the specimen as possible with the aid of

brass junction blocks mounted on the cell base. Each block contains four outlets

which are equipped with valves to trânsfer either pore or cell fluid. A fifth
outlet located in the bottom of the block contains â Micro Gage P- i02 pressure

transducer which has a capacify of 14 MPa. The pressure Eansducer is tempetature

compensated to 100oC and is accurate to within 0.251o of full scale (or 35 kPa).

The benefit of having pressure transduce¡s mounted on the cell base (rather than in

the more customary wall-mounted units) is that they allow mo¡e accurate

measurements because of lower compliance in the measuring system, However, tïere

is greater risk that cell-base mounted valves and fittings may leak when subjected

to elevated temperatures.

The pressure transducers are calibrated using a portable dead weight æster

(Ashcroft model 8130) which has a capacity of 7 MPa. The accuracy of the dead

weight tester is 0.037o of the actual teading, The dead weight t€ster operates

using a capstan to apply hydraulic pressure beneath a vertical piston. The piston

has a small base plate ât the end which is used to support circular weights which

are engraved with specific pressures. When the capstan is tumed inward, the

pressure increases beneath the vertical piston, forcing the piston and the weights

upward. The weights are brought above a marked height and the pressure transducer

voltage is measured. The sum of the marked pressures on the weights coffesponds to

the pressure in the hydraulic oil
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3.2.2 Volume

The change in specimen volume is determined by measuring the volume of wate¡ that

t¡avels between the Differential kessu¡e Transducer shown in Figure 3.3 and the

specimen. The volume measurement contairs two components which are (a) the

Differential kessure T¡ansducer (DPT) and (b) the back pressure burette. The

DPT's used in this laboratory are Rosemount and Fisher brands. They employ an

instrumented diapkagm between two chambers. Nitrogen is contained on one side of

the diaphragm while water is in the opposite chamber, The DPT measures a change in

hydraulic head which is provided by a column of water in the back pressure burette.

Gain and zero screws on the DI{f housing can be used to set the maximum and minimum

elevation of the column of water that will be measured. For the tests in this

program, the DPT is set to measure the visible volume change that can be seen in

the graduated glass burette. A na¡rower gain setting produces more sensitive

volume measu¡ements,

The DPT is calibrated using the graduated glass burette inside the back pressure

burette. The calibration of the DPT depends on pressure level and therefo¡e must

be calib¡ated for different back pressures used during testing, In general, a back

pressure of 1 MPa is used, although specimens T1303 and T1307 were consolidated and

sheared with a back pressure of 7 MPâ. The change in the gain is 0.001 mVmV for a

pressure change from 1 MPa to 7 MPa. There is also a shift in the zero of

-0.225 nú, over the sâme pressure range.

As shown in Figure 3.3, the back pressure burette consists of a glass, graduated

burette rvhich is sealed in a clear acrylic tube with brass end caps and sealing

rings. The end caps are threaded on the tube to compress the sealing rings. The
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glass burette is sealed in the bottom cap with a sealing ring while the top is

open, Therefore, when the acrylic tube is pressurized with nitrogen, pressure is

applied to the interior and exterior of the glass burette.

The acrylic tubing was originally purchased for the back pressures up to 1 MPa. To

perform tests with higher back pressures up to 7 MPa, the acrylic portion of the

back pressure burette had to be redesigned. It was determi¡ed that the burette

could withstand the 10 MPa back pressure, if the acrylic were made with a

sufficient opening to allow only the glass burette to pass inside with nominal

clearance. The necessary calculations we¡e based on elastic thick-walled theory.

Thick-walled acrylic tubes were manufactured to replace the existing tubes by

purchasing rods of clear acrylic and drilling a hole along the axis to fit the

glass burette. The burette was pressure tested up to 10 MPa in a shielded case to

ensure that theory corresponded with reality. The burettes have performed well,

for periods as long as 15 days at 7 MPa back pressure, and to this point show no

indication of fatique such as the crazing that is evident in some of the low

pressure burettes. The thicker wall makes seeing the graduations on the glass

burette slightiy more difficult, especially in areas where the manufacturing

process of drilling the tube has scarred the interior of the clear acrylic.

3.2.3 Temperature

Resistance Thermal Devices (RTD) are used to measure the temperature of the

specimen. The devices are lightly attâched to the outer memb¡ane using a silicone

rubbe¡ band. The lead wires pass through the cell base via a bulkhead connector.
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The pu¡pose was to locâte the sensor as close to the specimen as possible to

measure the specimen temperature as opposed to the cell temperature.

A three wi¡e RTD consists of a ceramic base ove¡lain with platinum windings and is

similar in appea¡ance to a strain gauge. Changes in temperature cause a resistance

change in the platinum that can be measured by the computer, Unlike thermocouples

which measure the temperature difference between the leads and the tip, the RTD is

compensated for lead wire resistance and measures the acfual temperature.

Calibration of the RTD requires a tempetature bath of a known temperature and a

resistance measuring device. The RTD is heated and cooled in the bath and the

resistance is read at intervals f¡om Channels 7 and 9, on the data acquisition

computer, the two cha¡urels that are assigned to measure the signals as resistance

rather than voltage. The RTD's are accurate to t0.1oC and can withstand

temperâtures up to 500oC.

The differential temperature across the length of the specimen is measured using

two bridged thermocouples. A copper-constantan thermocouple is attached to the

specimen using a silicone rubber band and the tips are positioned near the top and

bottom of the specimen, lvhen the temperatufes are equal at both tips the voltage

reading is zero, Calib¡ation is performed by placing each tip in a separate

temperature bath. The lemperature diffe¡ence between the two baths is ¡eco¡ded and

the voltage measured. The thermocouple is accurate to ll.loC.

The cell temperature is controlled using programmable ramp and soak temperature

controllers, The two brands of controller that are curently in use are the

Thermoelectric Tempstff II and the Microscan 200. The cell temperafure is input to
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the cont¡oller through the RTD and in turn power is supplied to a 150 watt silicone

rubber heate¡ band. The band has suffîcient power to maintain a cell temperature

of 65oC with a power output of about 507o. At 100'C it is necessary to use a base

heate¡ to supplement the power oulput. The base heater is a stove elemenf which is

attached to the base of the cell and supplies power through a transformer. The

t¡ansformer maintains constant base heater power, allowing the controller to adjust

the power output to the heater band, thus maintaining the programmed temperature.

The controller operâtes using tkee principles of control theory to maintain the

target temperature which a¡e: (1) proportional (P), (2) integral (I), and

derivative (D) response. The proportional band is a controller setting that

controls the temperature oscillations about the setpoint value. The seþoint value

is the target temperature that is to be maintained. The controller supplies a

proportion of 1001o power to the heater, depending on the location of the actual

temperature within the proportional band. As the temperature approaches the upper

limit of the band the power output reduces until the¡e is no power supplied to the

heater. In the opposite sense, if the temperature drops towards the lower limit,

power output increases to 1007o, The proportional response may cause the

temperature to stabilize anywhere within the bandwidth. The reset function which

has units of repeats/minute is used to bring the temperature to the setpoint value.

As the temperature cycles about the setpoint value, integral and derivative

response can be used to smooth the oscillations,

The proportional band used for these triaxial systems is 270 which is considered a

low value, and is suitable for the slowly changing temperatures in this program.

This is due to lhe size and thermal inertia of the system. The reset rates for the

Thermoelectric and Mic¡oscan are 0.01 and 0.1 rpt./min,, respectively. These
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values are the lowest manufacturer's settings for both controllers, The cycle time

is the oscillation time for the output relay. The Thermoelectric controller has a

single pole double th¡ow relay which is a mechanical switch, If the cycle time rvas

set too fast, the relay was found to ove¡heat and require replacmen!. As a result,

a cyclo time of 60 seconds is used with the Thermoelectric controller. The

Microscan contains a solid state relay which canno[ overheat, therefore the cycle

time is set ât 1 second. The integral and de¡ivative response \ryere set to 0.2

minutes and zero for the Thermoelectric and zero foÍ the Microscan. It was found

that the Mic¡oscan did not requke any integral or derivalive response because the

reset rate was higher than the Thermoelectric value.

3.2.4 Axial Strain

The axial movement of the specimen is measured during shear using a Linear Va¡iable

Diffe¡ential Transformer (LVDT). Since the tests are performed under isothermal

conditions, it is appropriate to consider the cell components to be in thermal

equilibrium, As a result, axial displacement of the piston is measured telative to

the top of the cell without concem about thermal changes in the dimensions of the

reference points and LVDT suppo¡ts. The LVDT (Transtek model 0244-000 and Hewtett

Packa¡d TDCDT-1000) is supported by an aluminum bracket which is connected in tum

to a steel rod and the cell top plate. The drop rod rests on an aluminum plate

which is attached to the piston. All components are assembled prior to the

beginning of shear to ensure that they a¡e all in temperature equilibrium so that

only axial movement of the piston is measured, and not thermal expansion of the

components.
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The LVDT has a displacement range of 25 mm. The device is located outside of the

i¡sulated container and does not experience significant heating. The LVDT is

specified for temperatures ranging between -53.C and 121.C. Calibration is

performed using a series of gauge blocks immediately prior to the begiruring of

shear.

3.2.5 Lateral Strain

The lateral specimen displacement is measured at mid-height using a Lateral Strain

Gauge (LSG) as shown in Figure 3.4. The LSG,s were built in the University

Laboratories using a design from Kolymbas and wu (1989) which came from an original

design by El-Ruwayih (1976). When rhe specimen changes diamete¡, the thi¡ne¡ bands

flex and the strains a¡e measured by the strain gauges. The strain gauge converts

the flexure into an electical signal which can be measured at the computer.

The LSG consists of four short lengths of spring steel which are 11 mm wide and g0

mm long with two thick and two thin bands. Two bands have a thickness of 0.?6 mm

while the two thinner sections have a thickness of 0.10 mm. The thi¡r sections are

curved to meet the stiff sections which are held against the specimen with metal

springs. The sections are soldered together and where the stiff sections contact

the specimen brass chocks soldered to the stiff bands prevent the device from

moving horizontally. strain gauges (300 Q) are attached to the inside and outside

of the curved seclion and produce a linear response to the lateral movements of the

specimen.

The LSG is calib¡ated using three brass cylinders of knor'¿n diameter. Initially,

some hysteresis is present when commissioning the device but with continued flexing
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repeatable results are obtained. The device is also calibrated for temperatures

ranging from 26"C to 100oC since shifts of zero and gain are dependent on

temperature. The calib¡ation procedure entails placing the LSG mounted on the

brass cylinder in a silicone oil temperature bath and measuring the cylinder

diamete¡, temperature, and voltage at 10oC intervals,

3,2.6 Load

Axial load measurements during shear are made using a 22.2 kN capacity model 1211

Interface subme¡sible load cell. The load cell is temperature compensated fo¡ the

temperature range from -9oC to 46oC and has a working range from -54'C to 93'C.

Although these temperatures do no! extend to 100'C the manufacture¡ claims that the

load cell will wo¡k in this application, It has also been found that the load cell

can operate under repeated 100oC temperatures and produce consistent results. The

âccuracy of the load cell is 0.057o of full scale within the temperâture compensated

fange.

The load cell is calibrated using a compression frame in fhe structures laboratory

at the University of Manitoba. Removing the load coll from the triaxial cell

requires that the top plate be removed to lift the load cell upwards. The load

cell can not be inserted from the side between the steel rods that support the top

plate. The load cells are calibrated with the plate and ball apparatus mounted to

the load cell as it would be used during testing,
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3.3 Ls4q!!s_qq!e!q

The loading procedure for a triaxial test, where the mean effective stress p'is
held constant, involves applying increments of deviator st¡ess. A constant

deviator stress is maintained during each load increment and the cell pressure is

adjusted to mai¡tain a constant p'. In the tests in this ¡esearch program, five

equal increments of deviator stress were chosen. At the fifth and final increment,

the specimen is predicted to fail, based on the strength envelope provided by other

researchers such as Saadat (1989). Failure is determined when the specimen

exhibits excessive continuous axial straining, with a maximum strain of 15Vo being

used to define the "end of test".

The increments of deviator stress are applied as axial loads using the system of

hangers, levers, and weights, as shown in Figure 3.5. The hanger consists of a

horizontal steel bar across the top of the piston. A steel ball is located berween

the bar and piston to prevent eccentric loading. Th¡eaded 11 mm diameter steel

rods are bolted to the top bar, and extend below the base of the triaxial cell

where they are bolted to a second c¡oss-bar. Thrust bearings are located be¡.veen

the bottom nuts and the lower cross-bar.

The lever arm consists of a 660 mm long beam with a cross-sectional height of 5l mm

and width of 1.3 mm, Triangular steel pins extend through the beam at three

locations. These pins provide the contact points that are used to transmit the

load from the weights to the piston. The two pins directly beneath the cell are

spaced 76 mm apart with the top of the end pin contacting the frame that supports

the cell, The bottom of the middle pin contacts the piston hanger. The pin at the
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opposite end of the beam supports a small hanger which car¡ies the weights actually

used to appiy the axial load.

The distance between the two end pins is 608 mm which provides an 8:1 lever ratio

(608 mm + 76 mm) between the applied hanger load and the load exerted at the middle

pin. Although this is cor¡ect in principle, Ioads measured at the loâd cell inside

the test cell will be less than predicted due to friction from the U-Cup seal that

enci¡cles the piston. The friction losses depend on the cell pressure. A higher

cell pressure causes the U-shaped seal to open laterally and generate its sealing

by exerting greater force against the piston, The internal load cell allows

measurement of the actual axial load on the specimen. This is a conside¡able

improvement on the more usual externai load cells which would require load

corections to be performed by subtracting the f¡iction losses at the seal.

The lever arm is maintained in a horizontal position when the specimen is being

sheared to ensure that a constant deviator stress q is applied. During shear, the

piston moves downward and the leve¡ arm tilts away from the cell. The leve¡ is

restored to a horizontal position by tightening the lower nuts on the piston

hanger. Thrust bearings, immediately above the nuts, reduce the amount of torque

required when the hanger rods are loaded.

A steel box around the leve¡ a¡m is used to support the lever arm: (a) during

consolidation when the unloaded lever is forced upward due to the cell pressure

acting on the piston, (b) to support the lever arm when the load cell is brought in

contaci with the specimen, and (c) when the specimen fails rapidly at the end of

shearing to prevent excessive axial movements and irìstrumentation dâmage. The top

of the box is welded to a steel bolt which extends through the flange in the
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supporting frame. The height of the box can be fixed by nuts located above and

below the flange.

3.4 Heat Resistant Silicone Membranes

The triaxial tests in this progrâm were performed isothermally at temperatures of

26C, 65"C, and 100"C. The mechanism of sealing traditionally used is latex

membranes, with Buna sealing rings holding the membrane tightly against the top cap

and the pedestal. Latex membranes will not withstand elevated temperatures.

During T1307 and T1306, at 65oC and 100"C, respectively, a section of latex was

installed to cover the height of the specimen befween two full length silicone

membranes that we¡e developed in the laboratories at the University of Manitoba by

Lingnau. At 65'C, the colour of the latex was darkened from a light yellow to a

da¡k brown with some pitting on the exterior. At 100'C, the latex was black in

colou¡ and had been totally remoulded during heating. The latex was soft, sticky,

and had taken the shape of the silicone membranes where they had folded during

shear. When the latex membrane was removed, it did not hold any of its original

shape.

Research into an app¡opriate rubber mix to replace the latex was performed by

Lingnau (1992) and afte¡ some experimentation it was decided to use silicone rubber

TC5050 from BJB Enterprises of Califomia, USA. This particulff rubber was found

to be more resistant to teâring and was flexible enough to facilitate sealing

against the top cap and pedestal.
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3.4.1 Manufacturing

The TC5050 silicone rubber is purchased in two components that are to be mixed in a

10:1 ratio by weight. The white bulk component and the blue hardener are combined

and mixed until the color is consistently blue.

When mixing is complete, the mix is poured into the bottom of the mould shown in

Figure 3.6. The mould is constructed of aluminum and is split lengthwise with a

top and bottom cap, The mould is sealed along its length with a sheath of plastic,

and at the base with a silicone rubber gasket (formed with the same silicone rubber

mate¡ial). After the mix is introduced to the mould, it is placed in a deairing

chambei under a vaccuum of about i00 kPa for one hour. This removes ai¡ that was

enfrained during mixing. The amount of air in the mix can easily be seen during

the flrst minute of deairing when lhe mix exhibits frothing.

The mould is removed from the deairing chamber and a piston is slid inside. The

piston is a solid piece of aluminum with pins at the sides, near the top and

bottom. The pins are designed to keep the piston a distance of about 1,3 mm away

from the walls of the mould, which is the thickness of the membrane once the mix

has cured. A compression frame is used to force the piston to the bottom of the

mould. Considerable effort would be required if the piston were pushed manually

due to the viscosity of the mix ând the small opening between fhe piston and the

mould. The piston is forced into the mould at a slow constant râte to allow any

air that may be remaining in the mix an opportunity to escape.

After the piston is fully seated in the mould, the silicone rubber gasket and top

cap are bolted to the top of the mould to seal the vessel. The mould is then
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pressurized to 280 kPa to compress any remaining air bubbles and create as dense a

membrane as possible. The mix remairs pressurized during the curing period which

lasts for about 24 hours at room tempetature. During the early stages of membrane

manufacturing, when the mould was not pressurized, air bubbles were occasionally

found which rendered the membranes useless. Afte¡ curing, the membrane is removed

from the mould and inspected visually for obvious flaws.

3,4.2 Sealing and Diffusion Te¡ts

The ten specimens that were tested in this program were sealed from the cell fluid

with two layers of silicone membrane. With the exception of T130i and T1302, all

the tests used viton sealing rings with a cross-sectional diameter of 3.2 mm to

seal the membrane against the top cap and pedestal. Hose clamps were used as the

sealing device in T1301 and T1302. It was found later that these clâmps allowed

silicone oil to leak into the pore fluid after about four days, and thei¡ use was

discontinued.

Viton sealing rings can withstand temperatures ranging between -29.C to 204.C and

are used with an inside diameter of 38 mm which is 7570 of the top cap and pedestal

diameters. The ASTM D4767 -88 standard for performing a Consolidated-Undrained

Triaxial Compression Tes! on Cohesive Soil ¡ecommends that the inside diameter of

the sealing rings be between 757o and 85Vo of the top cap and pedestal diameters.

After the first use, the sealing rings stretch slightly, but the inside diameter

remains within the specified limits. Five rings are used to seal the top of the

memb¡ane and seven sealing rings to seal the bottom, As many sealing rings are

used as can physicaily be applied to the top cap and pedestal,



The membranes were subjected to diffusion tests to determine if ftuid transport

occurs through the memb¡ane. A single membrane was used for the diffusion tests

instead of the two membranes that are used during a regular triaxial test. Also,

the buffer was replaced with a steel cylinder of the same dimensions as the buffer

specimens, and was installed with filter strips and stones. This allows separation

of volume changes occurring in the buffe¡ from apparent volume changes caused by

diffusion through the memb¡anes. Details of the installation procedure will be

described in Chapter 4.

The diffusion tests were performed in a simpler cell, known colloquially as "The

Bomb", which has been used for high pressure consolidation tests with a maximum

cell pressure of 10 MPa. It has no piston, and so cannot be used for shea¡ tests,

The cell is constructed of two main components which are (1) the cover and (2) the

base. The cover consists of four steel pieces which are weldetl together. The base

is constructed of aluminum and contains a groove for a large diameter viton sealing

ring. The two pieces âre clamped together with fou¡ large nuts and bolts. The

brass pedestal is bolted to the cell base with two allen screws. The counter sunk

bolt holes in the aluminum cell base are sealed with b¡ass plugs to contain the

pore water. A viton sealing ring with a 3.2 mm cross-sectional diameter is seated

between the base of the pedestal and the cell base to separate the pore fluid from

the cell fluid. The pore water line f¡om the pedestal to the pore pressure

transducer consists of a bore within the aluminum cell base rather than tubing,

The new sealing apparatus shown in Figure 3.7 was designed to seal the memb¡ane

against the top cap and pedestal. The reason for this new design was to ensure

that any fluid transport that occurred was not moving past the sealing rings that

are typically used. The design principle is to use the cell pressure to provide a
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better seal, The brass ring around the pedestal contains a groove on the bottom in

which a viton sealing ring is placed. The ring is bolted to the aluminum cell base

and the sealing ring is compressed. The top of the brass ring is machined into a

conical shape that comes close to the side of the pedestal at the bottom and flares

outwards at the top. The memb¡ane is placed on the pedestal and is curled back on

itself. A viton sealing ring with a cross-sectional diameter of 5.1 mm is placed

in the fold at the bottom of the membrane and is then pushed into the tapered brass

ring. In cross-section, the 5.1 mm diameter sealing ring is wedged between the

memb¡ane, brass ring, and the pedestal. When the cell pressure is exerted on the

large diameter sealing ring it is forced further into the taper. The pocket of air

between the lwo sealing rings on the b¡ass ring maintains a pressure that is less

than the cell pressure, thus keeping a positive differential pressure across the

large diameter sealing ring. Similar anangements have been provided for the top

cap.

Diffusion tests were performed on both latex and silicone memb¡anes. The results

of these tests are shown in Figures 3.8 to 3.13. The latex membrane has a

thickness of 1.3 mm, the same as the silicone memb¡ane. The temperature was held

constant ar 26oC during the latex diffusion test which was performed for 27 days,

with the exception of the the first 3 days which were subject to room temperature

conditions in the range 22"C to 23"C. As shown in Table 3.1, five different mean

effective stresses ranging from 0.6 MPa to 9.0 MPa were applied and the

corresponding volumetric strains measured,

For the latex memb¡ane, Figure 3.10 shows that each pressure increment was

accompanied by an immediate or elastic volumetric response which was followed by

static conditions. The elastic volumetric changes are due to a change in cell
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pressure and decrease markedly above an effective stress of 6.0 Mpa. It is

believed that this elastic response is due to compliance of the system. The first

four increments show slightly expansive volumetric strains while the last two

i¡c¡ements are slightly compressive. (Volume strain is defined by the ratio of

volume change to the volume of the i00 mm high by 50 mm diameter specimen.) During

the 27 day test period, the fluchrarion in volumetric strain is approximately 0,2Vo

if the i¡itial elastic volume change due to the fi¡st application of a higher cell

pressule is excluded.

It is difficult to determine, with certainty, whether the small tendencies towards

volume change observed during the latex membrane test a¡e diffusion or exüemally

related properties, since the volume measurements are on the boundary of what the

equipment can measure accùrately. External effects include fluctuations in the

room temperafure, cell temperâture, back pressure, and cell ptessure. However, it
is interesting to observe that changes i¡ room temperature coincide with the

volumetric changes. As shown in Table 3.1, slightly expansive volumetric strains

are accompanied by cooling ¡oom temperatures and compressive strains parallel

warming room temperatures. Only cell temperatures have been controlled during this

program while burette and DPT readings are subjected to diumal and seasonal

changes in room temperâture. It seems reasonable to conclude that the diffusion of

silicone oil through a single latex membrane is minimal at room temperatures when

external factors such as temperature changes and pressure changes are conside¡ed.

Results from Saadat (1989) shows a leakage rate of 0.005Volday at room temperature

using two 1.3 mm latex membranes with silicone oil cell fluid. These results were

obtained with a confining pressure of 10 MPa and back pressures ranging from 1 to

7 'lvPa. Saadat's sealing system used Buna sealing rings to seal the latex
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membranes. Differences between Saadat's and these new tests may lie in the

different sealing techniques or the effects of room temperatu¡e fluctuation.

Immediately follorving the diffusion test on latex a silicone membrane was installed

in the "Bomb" using identical sealing techniques. Initially five pressure

inc¡ements were applied while maintaining a constant cell temperâture of 26C,

matching the procedure used during the diffusion test on latex. Following the

application of pressure increments at 26oC the specimen temperature was increased

to 65oC and then 100'C, The specimen temperature was held constant during each

temperature and th¡ee pressure increments of 0.6, 1.5, and 3.0 MPa were applied.

The ¡esults in Figure 3.13 show that compressive apparent volumetric strains occu¡

approximately linea¡ly with time. Table 3.1 shows that fot fhe 26"C temperâture

results that an inc¡eased effective stress produces a greater volumetric strain

rate until the effective stress reaches 6.0 MPa. Beyond an effective stress of

6 MPa the volumetric st¡ain râte remains constant.

The apparently compressive nature of lhe volumetric strains suggests that silicone

oil is being transported into the pore \¡r'ater. The rate of temperature change with

time was not calculated for the silicone membrane test in Table 3.1, since the

magnitude of the volumet¡ic strain rates masks the effect of ¡oom temperature

fluctuations.

At a¡r effective stress of 0.6 MPa, the volumetric strain rate did not change with

cell temperature, Faster volumetric strain ¡ates occur with increased temperature

fo¡ effective stresses of 1.5 and 3.0 MPa; between tempe¡atures of 26"C and 65oC,

the volumetric strain rate increases by 100?o while between 65oC and 100.C, the ¡ate

inc¡eases by about 5570. The majority of the volumetric strain râtes shown in
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Table 3.1 fo¡ the silicone membrane, are greater than 0.17o/day which is the rate

used to define the end of consolidation for the buffer. This raises fundamental

questions about the effectiveness of these memb¡anes. Further development work is

being undertaken by current research students Tanaka and Crilly.

3.5 Leakage Tests

The triaxial cells âre tested to ensure that the pore ftuid and cell fluid lines do

not leak prior to conducting tests on the buffer. The cell fluid line is tested by

plugging the port i¡ the cell base and pressurizing the tine to 10 MPa. The

presssure is maintai¡ed for at least one day and all fittings are inspected for

leaks, The cell fluid line is tested after any modifications have been performed.

The pore water lines are leak tested using two methods. The flrst method tests the

water lines from the back pressure burette to the junction block mounted on the

cell base. The line is sealed by closing a valve between the junction block and

the cell base, and is pressurized fo¡ a minimum of one day. The burette is

pressurized to 1 MPa or 7 MPa depending on whether the standard or high pressure

burette is used. The level in the burette is monito¡ed using the DPT. A drop in

the \ryater level indicates a leak in the system.

The second method used to perform leakage tests on lhe pore fluid lines involves

sealing the port in the pedestal, A small plug fitted with a sealing ring is

seated in the pedestal port. The plug is held in place by applying an axial load

with the hanger system. Similar to the fi¡st merhod, the line is pressurized up to

7 MPa and the water level monitored for any indication of leakage. One or other of

these two procedures has generally been performed before each test, The tesfs shotv
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the pore fluid lines to be free of leaks at ambient temperatures up to pressures of

7 MPa.

In addition, two full scale leakage tests have been conducted, These tests are

similar in all aspects to a conventional triaxial test .rryith the exception that the

specimen is replaced by an aluminum cylinder. The cylinder has the same dimensions

as the buffer specimen wirh a diameter of 50 mm and height of 100 mm. By using the

aluminum cylinder, any volume changes that occur can be attributed to the system as

opposed to the buffer. The test is performed using two silicone rubber membranes

sealed against the top cap and pedestal with viton sealing rings.

The results of the two full scale leakage tests are shown in Figures 3.14 ta 3.23.

The pu¡pose of the tests was to determine if the pore fluid system leaks at

elevated temperatures of 100oC. The tests were conducted on the two different

friâxial systems simultaneously. The conditions imposed on the mock specimens were

the same for both cells. The cells were pressurized to 1,6 Mpa with a back

pressuÌe of 1.0 MPa (p' = 0.0 MPa) and heated ro 100oC on the first day of the

tests. Apparent dilative volumetric strains we¡e measured once the specimen

temperatute had ¡eached thermal equilibrium at 100oC. Dilative volumetric strains

are measured as a drop in the burette water level which indicates that a leak

exists in the system. The leakage rate was -0.67o/day in both cells.

The balance of the testing time was spent sea¡ching fo¡ the source of the leakage,

The water lines in both cells had been tested prior to the full scale tests using

the second method outli¡ed ea¡lier whereby the pedestal port is sealed with an

axial load at ambient temperatures. To ensure that the pore water line did not

develop a leak due to heating of the cell the valve between the block and cell base
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was closed for a period of one hour, The volumetric strain remained constant while

the porewater pressure decreased by about 0.1 MPa, This indicated that the leak

was located beyond the transduce¡ block.

It was suspected that the two bolts that anchor the pedestal to the cell base may

not be applying adequate compression to the sealing rings beneath the pedestal. To

test whether this was actually the case, an axial load of about 1.7 lvlPa was applied

to both mock specimens to determine if the volumetric strain rate would dec¡ease.

The volumetric strain rate decreased slightly to -0.57olday but the general trend of

flow out of the pore fluid lines remained. Therefo¡e the pedestal rings were not

perceived to be the source of leakage. As described previously the holes in the

cell base that are used to secure the pedestal are sealed with plugs. Therefore,

if wate¡ were able to leak past the seal rings surrounding the port beneath the

pedestal it would be contained. The totai volume of water lost during each test

was about 12 ml which is far greater than can be stored in the chamber beneath the

pedestal.

For the remainder of the discussion regarding the two full scale leakage tests the

results will be presented for one test since the results æe generally the same for

both tests. It is interesting to note that although the triaxial systems are

similar in general configuration each apparatus is entirely unique once the parts

a¡e assembled. For exampie, the valves and fittings that make up the system are

constructed with adequate quality control to make the parts virtually identical

when they arrive from the manufacturer. However, the valves and fittings on the

two systems were connected by different individuals in the University Laboratory

which c¡eates differences between the cells. Since the results from these two
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tests are the same this implies that the leaks may not originate from any specific

connection but may be caused by a material p¡operty of one of the components.

The test continues with the temperature being decreased to 26oc. The volumetric

strains become constant. Therefore, the leakage ¡ate is influenced by temperature.

The water line from the transducer block was replaced previously with stainless

steel tubing. At the time of replacement brass fittings were left in place beneath

the cell brass, suspecting that differential thermal expansion between the b¡ass

and steel may open a leak upon heating the fittings were replaced with stainless

steel. The back pressure was reduced to zero with the cell pressure reduced to

0.6 MPa to maintain the same effective stress. The cell was hoisted and with the

valve at the transducer block closed the brass fittings were replaced.

once the fittings were replaced the cell and pore pressures we¡e resto¡ed to

1.6 MPa and 1.0 MPa, respectively, and the cell was heated to l00oC. The leak

continued until the cell pressure was increased ø 2.5 lvlP.a, At an effective stress

of 1.5 the volumetric strain became conslant, When the effective stress was

restored to 0,6 MPa the leakage continued. Therefore, the leakage rate is affected

by the effective stress,

The back pressure was increased to 7 MPa with the effective stress maintained at

0.6 MPa to determine if the leakage rate is affected by the magnitude of the back

pressure. The leakage rate was unchanged by the back pressure. The effective

stress was subsequently inc¡eased to 1.5 MPa at elevated back preszure and the

volumetric strain became constant. The effective stress was restored to 0.6 Mpa at

elevated back pressure and an axial stress of about 2.7 Mpa was applied, The

leakage rate was ¡esto¡ed,
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During the last stages of the full scale tests different results are obtained

between the two tests, For Triaxial Cell {2, the deviator stress was increased to

3.9 ÌvlPa with the back pressure reduced to I MPa at an effective stress of 0.6 MPa.

The specimen temperature was reduced to 68oC. The volumetric strain became

constant and ¡emained constant when the deviator stress was removed, The results

near the end of the tes! on Triaxial Cell #3 show that the leakage rate remains

constant regardiess of the axial stress imposed and regardless of the back pressure

as long as the effective stress remains constant at 0.6 MPa,

In summary, the two full scale leakage tests indicate that water moves out of the

pore water lines at an effective stress of 0.6 MPa and specimen temperature of

100"C. The leak stops at an effective stress of 1.5 MPa. The leakage ¡ate does

not âppeâr to be affected by the magnitude of the back pressure or by axial stless,

The exact location of the leak has not been determined despite considerable effof,

but it is known that the leak occurs between the specimen and the transducer block.

Since fittings beneath the cell base appear to be sound and the compression of the

sealing rings beneath the pedestal does not affect the volumetric strain, the

double silicone membranes are perhaps allowing \{ater to diffuse through to the

silicone oil. These results are contrary to those obtained during the diffusion

tests in "The Bomb", where a single membrane allowed silicone oil to pass through

to the pore water and produce apparent compressive volumetric st¡ains. The test

setup was different in "The Bomb" because only a single membrane was tested whereas

doubie membranes rrere used in these tests. In a follow-up program, Tanaka is

developing new membranes, and new detailing for the pedestal.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

4.1 Triaxial Tests with Constant Mçan Ettgç.1!!vs_rgqe!q

The resea¡ch program described here consists of ten triaxial tests on buffer at

three constânt mean effective stresses. The testing procedure can be divided into

three distinct sections which include (1) specimen preparation, (2) consolidation,

and (3) shear. The procedures will be reported in some deøil to place on record

the careful techniques thât must be adopted.

The buffer is fi¡st mixed in the laboratory with a water content of about 23Vo pnor

to compaction, and the specimen is then formed in five layers using a rigid mould

and compaction frame. The height of the specimen during the compaction process is

carefully controlled to ensure the specimen has uniform density and high

satu¡ation,

Immediately after the specimen is formed it is seated on the pedestal in the

triaxial cell and sealed with silicone membranes before beginning the consolidation

process. The triaxial cell is filled with silicone oil and then pressurized to the

target cell pressure. At the same time, a back pressure is applied to the pore

water. Specimens are consolidated isotropically under the surrounding cell

pressure until volumetric equilibrium has been attained, In all the work at the

University of Manitoba, this has been arbitrarily tâken to be when the volumetric

strain râte decreases to O.l%olday, Fo¡ tests at elevated temperafure, the specimen
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is consolidated initially at about 26oC until volumetric equilibrium is reached,

and then the specimen temperature is increased to either 65oC or 100oC. The

consolidation process is complete when volümetric equilibrium is attained at the

elevated isothe¡mal conditions.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, once consolidation is complete the specimen is sheared

by applying axial loads in five increments. Each additional load inc¡ement is

added when the Iogarithm of the axial strain rate approaches a constant with time.

ïhe specimen fails when axial strains increase drastically with time. The tes[ is

concluded when axial strains reach aboú 1.0V0 to 1.57o.

4.2 Specimen Preparation

The techniques used to form the high density buffer specimens are based on methods

devised by.Yarechewski (1988), Wan (1987), and Sun (1986). The buffer specimens

are fo¡med to a dry density of 1.67 Mg/m3, which is 9570 of ASTM Mottifiecl Stancla¡tt

Dry Density and is the target density specified for "Reference Buffer Material"

(RBItf) by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL). The water contenr is conrrolled

to produce specimens with high saturations, The specimens are formed in five lifts

using static compaction techniques.

The specimens contain equal amounts of clay and sand measured by dry weight. The

crushed silica sand has a grain size distribution which correqronds with the

specifïcations from Dixon, Cray, and Thomas (1985). In the University Laboratory,

the sand is obtained in separate grain sizes which a¡e subsequently weighed and

mixed to produce the required gradation,
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Atterberg Limit Tests were performed on the bentonite that was used during this

experimental program to determine its liquid limit, plastic limit, and plasticity

index. The tests were performed by N. Piamsalee who also performed similar tests

for Oswell and Lingnau in previous years. The ¡esults a¡e presented in Table 4.1

and show that the clay is highly plastic (classified as a CH soil according to the

Unified Soil Classification System). The results are consistent between

researchers with the exception of the oven-dried sample in 1992. The dried sample

(oven temperature 110'C) has a 28To lower liquid limit and plasticity index. This

shows that oven drying may affect the plasticity of the clay.

The process for mixing the buffer begins by oven-drying the clay and sand for 24

hours at 110oC. Water used for the buffer mixture is distilled and deai¡ed under a

vacuum. The \,vâter is deaired to reduce the amount of ai¡ in the specimen and

therefore increase the saturation, After drying, the materials are removed from

the oven, sealed, and allowed to cool. The addition of water when the material is

vr'armer than room temperature causes accelerated evaporation and greater deviation

from the targetted water content. Sealing the containers during cooling prevents

the bentonite from drawing moisture from the ai¡,

The sand is weighed into a stainless steel mixing bowl and the clay into a beake¡.

Distilled water is added to the sand to produce a final specimen with a water

content of 23.5Vo. T\e sand-wate¡ and clay are taken to a cool humid ¡oom (3'C) fo¡

mixing, The ¡elative humidity of the room is maintained close to 7007o by a water

spraying apparatus. Mixing in the controlled envi¡onment of the cool room helps to

mai¡tain predictable moisture losses. The \ryater contents after mixing are

generally about 0.8% lower than the targetted value.



The clay is added gradually to the sand/water mixture while stirring with a spoon.

The clay tends to produce lumps if it is added too quickly, Once all the clay is

added, mixing continues for about 15 minutes until uniform colour and consistency

are obtained. Nodules of buffer are ground with the spoon until the intemal

colour matches the general colour of the mix, indicating uniform water

distribution, The consistency is determined qualitatively by tipping a heaping

spoonful of buffe¡ sideways. If the loose buffer clings to the spoon,

demonstrating uniform cohesiveness, the buffer is considered to be uniformly mixed.

Once mixing is complete, the buffer is placed inside two (that is, doubled) plastic

bags and sealed with masking tape. The buffe¡ is cured for three days in the

humidified cool room to allow the water to distribute evenly throughout the mix.

On the second day of curing a sample of the buffer is removed to determine its

\¡/ater content. On the third and final day of curing, the dried soil sample taken

on the previous day is weighed and the water content used to calculate the required

amount of soil to form the specimen to the target dry density of 1.67 Mg/m3.

Specimens are formed in a split mould using the compaction frame shown in

Figure 4,1. The compaction frame consists of th¡ee steel plates with connecting

tie rods and contains a hydraulic cylinder which is used to apply axial pressure to

the buffer. A manually operated hydraulic jack supplies pressure to the cylinder

which is measured with a dial gauge. A dial caliper is used to measure the height

of the specimen relâtive to the bottom of the mould. The mould is cente¡ed in a

recess a[ the base and a middle plate surrounds the top. A split mould is used to

provide uniform stress release tvhen the specimen is ¡emoved from the mould. ln the

case of a tubular mould, extrusion of the specimen causes nonuniform stress release

across the length of the specimen.
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The specimen is compacted in five lifts with each lift containing an equal mass of

soil. The target height of the specimen is 100 mm with a diameter of 50 mm. The

height of each lift can be measured at the time of compaction with the dial caliper

on the compaction f¡ame. It was determined by Yarechewski (1988) that specimens

compacted using five equal 20 mm lifts produced denser layers towards the bottom of

the specimen.

Uniform density of the specimen is obtained by using two techniques which are

referred to as (a) recompaction and (b) varied layer height. The recompaction

technique is used to compensâte for the rebound of the specimen when the final lift

is compacted. As shown in Table 4.2, the specimen ¡ebounds by 0.57 mm once it has

been compacted to the target height of 100.00 mm. The ¡ebounded height is measured

by offloading the specimen and then lowering the piston until light fesistance is

felt i¡ the jack handle. The target height is obtained by repeatedly compacting

the specimen below the previous height and measuring the ¡ebounded height. The

procedure is ite¡ative and is a function of ths researcher's familiarity with the

specimen response.

The varied layer height technique is used to compact each lift to a different

height rather than using a constanl 20 mm lift height. Varying the height of the

lifts produces a specimen with consistent density along its length. The flust

stage of the procedure determines quantitatively the target heights that will

produce a uniform specimen. This is performed by frst compacting a specimen using

five equal 20 mm lifts and measuring the actual layer heights after compaction. As

shown in Table 4.3, the thickness of the lower lifts is less than the upper lifts;

therefo¡e the lower lifts are denser than the upper lifts. The Layers numbered 1

and 5 correspond to the top and bottom of the specimen.
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The height measurements from the specimen that was compacted in equal lifts is used

to determine the compaction heights for a uniform specimen. To form a specimen of

consistent density, the lower lifts are initially compacted to heights greater than

20 mm while the top lifts are compacted to heights less than 20 mm. The compaction

of each subsequent lift aiso compacts the underlying layers. The¡efore it is

intended that compaction of the upper layers will cause the lower layers to

decrease in height with the final height approaching 20 mm fo¡ all the layers.

The height measurements f¡om the specimen compacted in equal lifts are inverted

from top to bottom and used as the target heights for the specimen of uniform

density. These measurements, as shown in Table 4.3, have a zum of 100.79 mm which

is greâter than the târget height of 100 mm. This occurs because after compaction

the specimen is separated into the five layers to measure the thickness of each

lift. When the lifts are separated, the formerty interlocking soil grains are

exposed as a rough surface which is included in the height measurement. The target

heights are corrected by dividing the 0.79 mm height difference by 5 and

subtracting this value from each of the tatget heights as shown in the fourth

column of Table 4.3.

The specimen compacted using the varied layer heights had consistent heights along

the length of the specimen as shown in column five of Table 4.3. The corresponding

dry densities for both equal and varied ørget heights are shown in Table 4.4. The

tlry density variation is reduced from 10.016 Mg/m3 in a specimen compacted with

20 mm layer heights to f0.003 Mg/m3 when the varied layer height technique is used.

The variation in the specimen water content is fr.lVo, which indicates good water

content conlrol.
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4,3 Specimen tNle[qlllqq

A system of drainage materials is used to facilitate water flow from the specimen

to the back pressure burette as shown in Figure 4.2. The materials include

whatman 54 filter paper, filter stones, and Mi¡afi l40NS matt ¡ eave geotextile

strips. The filter paper is placed against the top and bottom of the specimen to

prevent migration of soil particles into the water lines and still allow the flow

of rvater. Filter stones are used to provide drainage from the top and bottom of

the specimen. The geotextile strips round the circumference of the specimen allow

full radial drainage by contacting both fîlter stones.

The specimen is installed in the triaxial cell immediately after compaction,

Geotextile drainage strips are placed around the side of the specimen to permit

radial drainage, oswell et al. (1991) performed tests on different types of radial

drains, including geotextile, to determine whethe¡ confîning pressures acting on

the strips can close the drainage path. It was found that the geotextile can

maintain a flow path with confining pressures as high as 6 Mpa. The geotextile

strips are attached to the specimen with narrow silicone rubber bands and æe

arranged in a spiral configuration. The spiral configuration allows the strips to

sho¡ten when the specimen strains axially and therefore do not reinforce the

specimen. After the strips are mounted on the specimen, a dry filter stone is

temporarily placed at each end of the specimen and the strips are trimmed to a

length that will fully contact the side of the stone but not extend beyond the

outer edge.

Prior to installing the specimen in the túaxial cell, all drainage lines æe

flushed with distilled water f¡om the back pressure burette. This ensures that the



lines are free of air and not blocked by any debris, When flushing is complete a

bead of water is created on the top of the pedestal that covers both drainage

ports. The pressure transducers are opened to the atmosphere and a reading is

taken at the computer, The calibration factors are then adjusted to have the

transducers tead zero pressure.

During the installation procedure the drainage valves are closed to prevent the

specimen from swelling. Allowing the specimen free access to r ater at low

confining stress causes the specimen to swell, and alters the initial . specimen

conditions from those measured at the end of compaction. The second drainage port

in the pedestal is traditionally used to flush any remaining afu out of the bottom

stone and drainage lines prior to beginning consolidation. The buffer specimens

are not flushed during this research program because of their tendency to swell at

low confïning pressures. For this reason the secondary port is sealed and the back

pressure is used to compress any remaining air in the system,

The filter stones used for the test a¡e soaked in deai¡ed watel for 24 hours to

saturate the stones. When the specimen is ready to be installed the bottom stone

is std onto the pedestal. A disc of Whatman 54 filter paper is soaked in

distilled water and then slid onto the filter stone. The specimen along with the

attached dry geotextile strips is seated on the filter paper. A soaked disc of

filter paper is slid onto the top of the specimen followed by another filter stone

and the top cap,

The cylindrical surface of the pedestal is dried with a paper towel to ensure that

the contact surface between the membrane and steel is dry. Prior to insrallation,

the top cap and pedestal surfaces are cleaned with a degreasing agent, rinsed with
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water, and then dried.

sealing.

AII surfaces are maintained clean and dry to ensure

The flrst silicone rubber membrane is mounted onto a st¡etcher to install the

membrane over the specimen. The stretcher is a steel tube with small diameter

steel pipe extending outward from a hole in the side. A flexible hose is attached

to the pipe. The memb¡ane is slipped inside the steel tube and stretched over the

ends. Suction is applied to the flexible hose which draws the memb¡ane in contact

with the inner wall of the steel tube. The membrane is lowered into position over

the specimen and then the suction is released. The membrane is slid off the ends

of the tube and the stretcher is removed.

Viton sealing rings with an inside diameter between 754o and 85Vo of the top cap

diameter are used to seal the memb¡ane against the steel. The sealing rings are

rolled on to the edge of the membrane stretcher and then snapped onto the top cap

or pedestal. On the fi¡st membrane, three sealing rings are used on the pedesøl

and two sealing rings are used near the upper edge of the top cap. A second

membrane is installed and sealed with four viton rings on the pedestal and three

rings on the top cap.

Once the specimen is sealed to the pedestal it is instrumented with a lateral

strain gauge, two ¡esistance the¡mal devices (RTD), and a differential temperature

thermocouple. The lateral strain gauge is placed at mid-height on the specimen and

is held lightly in place by springs that secure the two stiff steel bands, The

RTD's a¡e held nea¡ the mid-height of the specimen with silicone rubber bands. One

RTD is designated for the temperature controller while the second RTD is connected

to the computer. The temperature controller is not li¡ked directly to the data
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acquisition system. The diffe¡ential temperature thermocouple is located with the

tips an equal distance from the mid-height of the specimen and against the outer

memb¡ane.

When it is assured that all the instrumentation is operational, the fïnal assembly

of the cell is performed. The load cell is lowered to within 50 mm of the top cap

and locked in place with the locking collar. The steel sleeve is lowered over the

top plate of the cell and slid into the groove in the cell base. An overhead crane

is used to lift the heavy sleeve. The four nuts on the 25 mm diameter tie rods are

removed and the top plate that secures the sleeve is installed. The tie ¡od nuts

are then reinstalled and tightened. (Recent modifications to the cells have made

this latter step redundant.)

The top cross bar of the hanger is placed in contact with a ball atop the piston,

and bolted to the hanger ¡ods. The lower cross bar has to be supported during the

assembly of the load apparatus since the locking collar cannot support the weight

of the hanger system. The steel box that is used to suppoft the lever arm is

adjusted to allow a small amount of free play. When the cell is pressurized the

load cell and piston are forced uplvards and the lever prevents the load cell from

contacting the top plate of the cell. The locking collar is then disengaged to

allow free movement of the piston when the specimen is sheared,

The cell is filled with silicone oil using a 13 mm O.D. tube from a 38 litre tânk,

The oil is forced into the cell using an air pressure of about 500 kPa which is

zupplied from the Engineering Building compressor. The cell is filled in

approximately 10 minutes. hior to begiruring the consolidation process the cell is

insulated with a sheet metal caniste¡ that contains foil-backed insulation. The
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insulation prevents heat loss when the cell is heated and helps to maintain

isothermal conditions around the specimen.

4.4 Co¡!q!!4atioq

The consolidation p¡ocess consists of applying a surrounding pr€ssure, called the

cell pressure, to the specimen and allowing the specimen to drain. During

isotropic consolidation ot=o2=o3, and has the magnitude of the applied cetl

pressure. The piston that is used to apply axial loads during shear does not

contact the top of the specimen during this stage, and therefore only the cell

pressure acts on top of the specimen. A back pressure, uo, is applied to the pore

water inside the specimen to fully saturate the system by compressing and

dissolving any trapped air that ¡emains afte¡ installation. The specimens are

generally consolidated with a back pressure of 1.0 MPa, and an appropriate cell

pressure applied to mai¡tain the targetted effective stress.

Consolidation begins when the drainage valve is opened to allow water to move in or

out of the specimen in response to the applied cell pressure. Before opening the

drainage valve, the pore pressure is measured to determine the pressure within the

specimen as a result of filling the cell, With a cell pressure of 500 kPa from the

building air preszure, â pore pressure of approximately 120 kPa is commonly

developed with the drain closed. The pore pressure is considerably lower than the

cell pressure because the specimen is not flushed during installation and the back

pressure at this point has not been applied to safurate the system. The back

pressure supplied by the nitrogen tank is regulated to match the existing pore

pressure within the specimen. Matching the pressure on both sides of the drainage

valve prevents a \{ater surge either in or out of the specimen. Once the drain is
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opened the cell and back pressure are increased incrementally until the required

mean effective sffess is imposed on the specimen, The process of pressurizing the

cell takes approximately 20 minutes.

The consolidation procedure continues until the volumetric strain râte is 0,|?olday.

This is an arbitrarily set value which is used to ¡econcile long consolidation

periods with the need to produce a number of tests in a finite time period. lVhen

consolidation is complete, the excess pore pressures are minimal and the specimen

is very close to equilibrium with its surrounding conditions. Further straining at

less than O.l7o/day is considered to be creep straining at essentially constant

effective st¡ess,

4.4.1 Thermal Consolidation

All specimens are initially consolidated at temperatutes of 26"C. Once the

volumetric strain rate is 0.11o/day the temperature is increased to either 65oC or

100"C. This is performed by adjusting the seþoint of the temperafure controller

and, for the 100"C tests, connecting the base heater on the cell.

Heating of the cell causes the silicone oil to expand and pressures to increase

rilithin the cell. The pressure regulators used with the triaxial cell control

pressure by increasing the pressure towards the set value but have very limited

capability to reduce pressure if the set value is exceeded. To reduce the cell

pressure durirg heating, pressure relief valves (PRV) are used to allow oil to

escape when the pressure exceeds a set value. The PRV operâtes with springs which

are designated for different pressure ranges. The "cracking" pressure is the

pressure at which the valve will be wide open. The cracking pressure can be set by
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tuming the top cap of the valve. If the top cap is tightened completely the PRV

will crack at the maximum pressure specified for the spring while loosening the cap

will decrease the cracking pressure tolvards the minimum specified spring pressure.

The PRV reseals, or begins to bleed oil, at about 90Vo of the cracking pressure. It

has been found that the heating process is generally slow and that the PRV can

bleed excess pressures without reaching the cracking pressure. This provides

smoother pressure adjustment than if the valve we¡e to open and close abruptly as

is the case when the cracking pressure is ¡eached. During heating, the pressure

regulator is set to a lower pressure thut 90lo of the cracking p¡essure. This is to

avoid having the regulator activate the PRV rather than the thermal expansion of

the silicone oil. If the regulator was set high enough to cause the PRV to bleed,

the accumulator would eventually be depleted of oil and the cell pressure would

decrease. Once heating is complete, a valve is closed between the cell fluid line

and the PRV and cell pressure control is ¡eturned to the regulator,

4,4.2 Consolidation at Elevated Back Pressure

During wo of the tests (T1303 and T1307) the back pressure during consolidation

was increased from 1.0 MPa to 7.0 MPa and maintained for the duration of the test.

This was performed to determine whether the effective or total stress concept is a

valid method of analysis under elevated temperature. The total stress for these

tests was also increased by 7.0 MPa, so the effective stress was held const¡nt.

T1303 was performed at a temperature of 26'C, and T1307 was performed at 65'C.

Once the volumetric stain râtes had reached O.lEolday at the end of thermal

consolidation the back pressure was increased. The pressures were increased using
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0.3 MPa increments for T1303 which had an effective st¡ess of 0.6 MPa and 1.0 MPa

inc¡ements for T1307 at an effective stress of 1.5 MPa. The pressures were

adjusted by first increasing the back pressure and then the cell pressure to the

required effective stress. Therefore, during the 30 minutes of pressure adjustment

the mean effective stress wâs either equal to the requi¡ed effective stress ol

lower, This is almost certainly the flrst time anywhere, that the validity of the

effective stress concept for use with dense bentonite has been tested at elevated

temperatures. Results from these procedures will be discussed more fully in

Section 6.2.

4.5 Shear

The specimen is sheared by applying incremental axial loads until the specimen

fails, The loads are applied in five increments using the hanger and lever system

described previously. The failure load can be estimated from the undrained shea¡

tests of past researchers. For this experimental program the failure load was

estimated f¡om Saadat's (1989) relationship for peak failure stress which shows:

%= z.sg ( P')o'80 ...,(10)

with units of kPa. The term q is the peak deviator stress, This relationship is

for high density (1.6? Mg/m3) specimens at ambient temperatures. To maintain a

constant mean effective stress the following two equations must be satisfïed where:

s= o; -o;
p'=(oi +2oi)lJ
with p' = constant.

..(sbis),(11)

..(4biÐ,(12)
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To allow inc¡eases in the deviator stress q while keeping p' constant, the cell

pressure must be decreased by one-third the amount of the deviator stress changes

(Ao, = -2 Aor). With the tes! arangement being used, the cell pressure represents

the minor principal stress 63, The major principal stress is axial, with magnitude

Ol=O3+q.

The cross-sectional a¡ea changes as the specimen comp¡esses during shear, and is

calculated from the volumetric and axial measurements. The axial load is measured

frorn the intemal load cell, and equals the deviator stress q multiplied by the

cross-sectiònal a¡ea. F¡om equation (3), oi can be calculated to give the required

deviator stress, and the cell pressure 03 is then determined to maintain a constânt

mean effective stress p'.

The methodology that is used to put the theory into the actual operation of the

triaxial cell will now be described. Prior to beginning shear, the load cell is

lowered into contâct with the top cap on the specimen, The load cell voltage is

monitored using the Basic program Voltmetr to determine the instant that the load

measurements inc¡ease, indicating contact with the specimen.

Weights are added to the hanger system to counterbalânce the cell pressure that

forces the piston upward. The piston is moved downward by pressing on the lever

arm until contact is made between the leve¡ arm and the steel support box. If no

load is measured during this interval the lever is released to its former position

and the piston is lowered by tightening the nuts on the hanger. The piston is

lowe¡ed by approximately the disønce that the leve¡ had moved the piston. This

process is continued until a load is measured at the load cell. The reason that

the hanger nuts are not used as the sole means to lower the piston is that the
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lever is a more sensitive device to determine the contact point. The axial stress

applied during this procedure is less than 5Vo of the maximum deviator stress at p'

of 0.6 MPa, and less thut 2Vo at p' of 3.0 MPa.

Once the contact point is located the lever is adjusted to a horizontal position

with the hanger nuts. The steel suppott box holds the lever nea¡ the contact point

with no axial load applied to the specimen. The lever is maintained in a

horizontal position during the entùe shearing process. This allows consistent

loads to be applied by the lever system and, wirh the aid of a bubble level,

provides a quick visual reference for determining the movements of the piston.

The LVDT used to measure fhe axial movements of the piston is attached to the top

of the cell by a mounting b¡acket. A steel rod threaded into the top plate of the

cell is joined to the LVDT by an aluminum b¡acket. An alumi¡um plate is âttached

to the top of the piston, immediately below the cross-bar of the hanger. The LVDT

rod contacts the aluminum plate and measures the linear displacement of the piston,

The LVDT and its apparatus are mounted on the triaxial cell prior to the heating

phase during consolidation. This is to allow the equipment to ¡each thermal

equilibrium before the beginning of shear and to prevent measuremeni of component

expansion. The LVDT is located outside the insulated container of the cell and

maintains a temperature close to room temperature, It is for this reason that the

LVDT is not secured to the piston which is generally close to cell temperature.

The LVDT is calibrated immediately prior to the begiruring of shear with gauge

blocks, The calibration is performed with the mounti¡g âpparatus and LVDT in

place. This ensures that the LVDT measurements are accurate and are no! influenced

by variations in the axial alignment of the mount.
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Once the preparatory work is completed, weights are applied to the lever to produce

the flrst increment of deviator stress. The weights consist of steel plates thât

are notched to accommodate the rod from the hanger. The weights are added slowly

in small inc¡ements to avoid producing high pore pressures in the specimen. Rapid

loading creates an undrained condition in the specimen and produces elevated pore

pressures that can drive the specimen close¡ to failure, Once the final value of

required load increment is added, the cell p¡essure is decreased to maintain a

constant p' according to equation (2).

Successive load increment are added when the axial strain rate during the previous

increment approaches a constant with time. Generally, the specimens failed at

maximum deviato¡ stresses that were somewhat higher than predicted from Saadat's

equation for ¡oom temperature specimens. As a ¡esult, most specimens had to be

loaded above the fÏfth inc¡ement. This was done by adding small amounts of load,

and monitoring the axial strain rate fo¡ 10 minutes. If the axial strain ¡ate

decele¡ated rapidly, another small load increment was added. If the axial strain

rate accelerated or strained at a fast constant rate no further loads were added

and the specimen was monito¡ed until strains of 10 to l57o were attained. Ca¡e was

taken to ensure that q was kept constant during rapid compression by adding small

additional weights to take âccount of increasing cross-sectional a¡ea.

The criteria used to determine when the specimen had failed include large axial

strains, and an inability for the specimen to suppoft further loads, A maximum

axial strain of 1070 was used for earlier tests and l57o was used fo¡ later tests.

Determining whether the specimen can support additional loads can be found in two

ways (1) load measurements from the load cell do not increase with the addition of

weights on the extemal hanger, and (2) upon adding a weþht, the lever arm falls
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away smoothly and rests on the support box. ln general, the specimen was allowed

to deform until 157o axial strain was reached whether the axial strain rate was

accelerating or decelerating.

4.6cooli@

After the specimen has failed the hanger weights are removed, and the load cell

raised above the specimen a distance that refurns the LVDT reading to ze¡o. The

triaxial cell is then cooled and the specimen removed. The drainage conditions are

open during the cooling phase and closed immediately prior to removing the

specimen. Lingnau, during his resea¡ch program, removed the specimen from the

triaxial cell when the temperatures were 65oC o¡ 100"C. It was decided for this

program to allow the triaxial cell to cool prior to removing the specimen, since a

cool triaxial cell is easier and safer to disassemble, Another benefït to removing

a cool specimen is that less moisture loss cân occur if the specimen is at room

temperature. This improves the control of water contents and specific volumes'

When the triaxial cell is cooled, the silicone oil cell fluid contracts and the

diaphragm drops lower in the accumulator, If the diaphragm reaches the bottom of

the accumulator, the cell pressure would be lost, and the membranes balloon' To

avoid this, the accumulator is filled prior to cooling the cell. It has been found

that a 50oC drop in cell temperature will cause the diaphragm to contact the bottom

of the accumulator. The maximum volume of the accumulator is 0.7 litres'

Therefore, the silicone oil undergoes approximately a 1 litre change in volume when

the cell temperafure is decreased from 100oC to 25"C unde¡ a constant cell

plessure.
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Once the cell is cooled, the specimen is removed and its weight and dimensions are

recorded, The water content of the specimen is measured by dividing it in five

sections along its axis and coring each section using a steel tube and hydraulic

press. The wate¡ content is determined for the interio¡ and exterior of each

section. The filter stones are placed on pâper towels to determine if silicone oil

contamination (caused by leakage or diffusion through the membranes) exists within

the specimen. After one day any liquid in the stone is soaked into the paper

towel, with the water evaporating, and silicone oil leaving a dark stain.
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CHAPTER 5

TEST RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

Ten triaxial tests have been conducted at the University of Manitoba for this

research program. The results from the tests are shown in Figures 5.1 to 5.56,

which have been arranged to present the results from Specimens T1301 to T1310 in a

complete, systematic manner. The tests were conducted at three mean effective

stresses of 0.6, 1.5, and 3.0 MPa with three temperatures of 26, 65, and 100"C. No

test was performed at a mean effective st¡ess of 3.0 MPa nd 26"C. These tests are

the fi¡st to be reported on buffer compacted to 1.67 Mg/m3. Wan and Saadat

performed similar tests on buffer compacted to 1.51 Mglm3 at ambient temperature.

As is customary in D¡. Graham's laboratory, each test is designated by a number

such as T1301 whe¡e the first portion T13 indicates the test series performed by

the author (researcher number 13), while the latter portion 01 represents the test

number in his test program. The suffix CID' attached to the test number represents

the triaxial test conditions which fo¡ this program refers to Consolidated

Isotropic tests sheared with Drained conditions. The apostrophe is added to

indicate that the tests are sheared with constant mean effective stress and are not

conventional drained triaxial tests.

All tests were performed using the same general techniques described in detail in

Chapter 4. The specimens were first consolidated to equilibrium at a controlled
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tempe¡ature of 26oC which is slightly above average room temperature. The

temperature was then increased, and the specimen again allowed to come to

volumetric equilibrium. Shearing began after all consolidation had been completed.

It consisted of applying five (or more) increments of axial load until the specimen

began to strain rapidly and accele¡ate towards failure. The onset of accelerating

axial straining was defined as "failure", and represents the maximum deviator

stress that the specimen could support.

Table 5.1 summarizes the test conditions fo¡ each specimen. The following overview

outlines va¡iations from the general procedure.

T1301: The specimen was consolidated isotropically at a mean effective stress of

1.5 MPa at ambient temperatures. The average specimen temperature \¡¡as

27"C I 0.8oC during consolidation and 25oC ! 1.4'C during shear. This is

the only specimen that did not use the temperature controller to maintain

the specimen temperâture within 10.1'C. When the specimen was shea¡ed

axial strains increased rapidly with the application of the third load

inc¡ement, An er¡or in calculating the required axial st¡ess resulted in

an acfual mean effective stress of 1.7 MPa during shear,

T1302: Consolidation of Ti302 was performed in two stages, initially with a

specimen temperature of 26'C and then at an elevated temperature of 65"C,

An apparent leak was observed during thermal consolidation and the triaxial

cell was hoisted to replace a possibly faulty pore fluid line beneath the

cell base. The back pressure was reduced to âtmosphedc pressure and the

cell pressure was decreased to i.5 MPa to maintâin a constant effective

sfress. After the repair, the pore pressure was restored to I Mpa with p'
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equal to 1.5 MPa but the leak continued. As a result, the lateral strain

gauge \¡/as used to determine when the specimen had attained volumet¡ic

equilibrium ^t the end of consolidation and to calculate the

c¡oss-sectional area of the specimen during shear. This specimen, similar

to T1301, was sheared at a mean effective stÌess of 1.7 MPa, The er¡atic

loading pattem shown in Figure 5.28a was caused by binding of the piston

due to expansion of the teflon sleeve. The piston was tr¡/isted regularly to

release the friction.

T1303: The test wâs conducted at a mean effective stress of 0.6 MPa and at a

controlled temperature of 26"C, During consolidation the back preszure and

cell pressure were increased to 7 MPa and 7.6 MPa, respectively. The first

load increment applied during shea¡ was again miscalculated and the

specimen strained rapidiy to an axial strain of 77o. T\e load was removed

and the specimen was reconsolidated until volumetric equilibrium was

achieved. Shearing was then recommenced with co¡rect loads.

T1304: This specimen was consolidated at an effective stress of 0.6 MPa at

temperatures of 26"C and 65'C. The specimen was sheared at 65"C and failed

at the seventh inc¡ement.

T1305: During the early stages of consolidation the cell pressure was accidently

fixed at 2.1 'lvfPa and the effective stress ¡¡r'as maintained at 1.1 MPa until

volumetric equilibrium was observed. The specimen was then consolidated

again at a revised effective stress of 0.6 MPa at specimen tempe¡atures of

both 26oC and 100"C. Afte¡ consolidation, the piston jammed in the top of

the triaxial ceil in the same way as during T1302, but this time with much
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greater friction. It was decided that the specimen could not be sheared at

a temperature of 100"C and the test was discontinued at the end of

consolidation.

T1306: The mean effective shess was 0.6 MPa and the specimen temperature 100oC in

this test. Lateral slrain readings were discontinued on the llth day of

consolidation due to a broken connection on the transducer inside the cell.

A total of eight load inc¡ements was needed to fail the specimen.

T1307: This specimen was consolidated initially at 26oC and then at a temperature

of 65'C. Once volumet¡ic equilibrium was observed at 65"C the back

pressure and cell pressure were increased by 7 MPa ând a constant mean

effective stress of 1.5 MPa was maintained. The specimen was sheared at

elevated pressure and temperature and failed when the sixth load increment

was applied.

T1308: In this case, the mean effective stress was 3.0 MPa and the specimen

temperature 100oC. Lateral strain meâsurements ceased on the 6th day of

consolidation when the specimen was being heated, due to a broken

connection, This specimen failed at the fìfth load inc¡ement.

T1309: This specimen was consolidated to an effective stress of 1.5 MPa at a

temperature of 100"C. The specimen failed at a load which corresponded to

the sixth inc¡ement,

î13 i0: The mean effective stress during this test was 3.0 MPa with a specimen

temperature of 65oC, Similar to T1308, the late¡al strain readings were
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discontinued when a connection broke on the 4th day of consolidation during

the heating stage. The specimen failed at about 4.5 increments rather than

the fifth load increment.

5.2 Initial Specimen Conditio¡rÊ

Table 5.2 shows the initial condition of each specimen. These results correspond

to the period immediately after compaction when the specimen has been removed from

the mould. The water contents are based on the average between two samples of

loose buffer which are taken the day before compaction and at the end of

compaction. The results show that good control of the water content was obøined

with an average water content of 22.7Ío and a standard deviation of 0.1Vo. The

buffer was always mixed with a 23.57o vrater content which reduced by about 0,87o

during mixing in the cool room. This consistent water loss shows that mixing in a

controlled envi¡onment with standardized procedures can eliminate variations in

wate¡ content between specimens.

The average measurecl dry density of the specimens is 1.660 Mg/m3 with a standard

deviation of 0.003 Mg/m3. The targer dry density is 1,67 Mg/m3 which is 95?o of

maximum modified Proctor dry density. Specimens were compacted to a height of

100 mm in the split mould using the recompaction technique described in Section

4.2. Once the specimen is removed f¡om the mould the specimen ¡ebounds and the

measured height is slightly greater than 100 mm producing a slightly reduced dry

density. The values shown in Table 5,2 represent a high level of confol during

specimen preparation and compaction.
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The rebound of the specimen once it is removed from the mould produces a network of

small cracks that can be observed on the surface of the specimen. Immediately after

the specimen is removed from the mould the surfaces show no indication of cracks.

However, after approximately 5 minutes, when the specimen is being weighed and

meazured, hai¡line cracks begin to appear on the specimen surface. These small

cracks are closely spaced and cover the entire specimen. The crack pattern does

not appear to be related to the geometry of the specimen. The presence of the

cracks is likely related to the release of total stress that occu¡s when the

specimen is ¡emoved from the rigid mould.

The saturation of the specimen is about 98Vo aT. the end of compaction. The

calculation is based on an average specific gravity of 2.70 for the soil particles.

The sand has a specific gravity of 2.65 while the clay has a specifîc gravity of

about 2,75. The average specific gravity can be used since equal masses of sand

and bentonite are combined to mâkê the buffer specimens. High saturation at the

end of compaction reduces the period of time required for the back pressute to

saturate the system during initial stages of fhe triaxial test. The back pressure

compresses air bubbles and moves air i¡to solution in the pore water to ensure that

the specimen is saturated. Saturated specimens allow accu¡ate volume change

measurements during testing since only the volume of water movement is measured.

This represents changes in pore volume directly when specimens are saturated.

5,3 Consolidation

The temperature control during the triaxial tests \ as generally maintained within

lO,loC as specified with the controlle¡ settings, The temperature cont¡oller

monitors the specimen temperature with an RTD mounted at approximately mid-height
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on the exterior of the specimen. The temperature measured at the controller is

independently confirmed with a second RTD mounted at the same location. The signal

from the second RTD is measured with the data acquisition computer. The ¡oom

temperature during the triaxial tests was generally below 26oC and fluctuated by

about +1"C with a maximum fluctuation of about *.loC occurring during T1301, The

room temperature fluctuations shown in Figure 5.19b and 5,53b for T1310 are rypical

for this experimental program, with diumal changes of about Í0.5oC.

The diffe¡ential temperature along the length of the specimen was measured with two

copper-constantan thermocouples. The differential temperature was monitored to

ensure that the specimens were subjected to isothermal conditions. When the

specimen temperature was constant the temperature difference between the ends of

the specimens r¡r'as about 0.8'C. During the heating stage of the test the bottom of

the specimen was slightly waÌmer, producing a temperature differential of about

1.4oC. When the specimen was cooled after shearing, the top of the specimen would

be warme¡ by about 2.8oC until isothermal conditions were again restored. Since

the temperature differentials along the length of the specimen were small during

the course of the tests, it can be assumed that isothermal conditions prevail.

Table 5.3 shows the ¡esuits of mass balance calculations between the begirming and

the end of the test. The initial water content was measured at the time of

compaction, and the final water contents measured when the specimens were removed

from the triaxial cell. At the end of each test, the specimen was divided axially

into five sections, and these were then cored with â steel tube, The buffer inside

the tube is used to measure the final intemal water content shown in Table 5.3.

This is taken to be the most accurate available representâtion of the water content

of the specimen. The external water contents (from the outer shells) are generally
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lower than the internal values (from the tube cores) and i¡dicate that some drying

occurs during the build-out process.

The calculated initial and final water contents in Table 5.3 are based on

volumetric strains measured during triaxial testing. The initial value is

calculated backwa¡ds from the final measured water content, while the final

calculated r,vater content is determined by working forward from the water content

measured af compaction. It is generally accepted by researchers at the University

of Manitoba that calculating specimen water content by working backwards from the

fìnal measu¡ed wâter content is the more accurate method. Some delay during

installation may leave the specimen slightly drier than the measured water content

after compaction, or alternatively, it may gain moisture from the fldter stones,

drains, cell base, etc. The water content calculated at the end of the triaxial

test is taken from the interio¡ of the specimen without allowing any time for

drying, Therefore the final measu¡ed wate¡ content is generally more accurate.

The differences belween the calculated and measured initial and final water

contents are rather larger than those found by previous researchers testing ât

consta¡rt ambient temperatures of 26oC, Concur¡ent work revealed some problems with

the silicone rubber membranes that !¡/ere used as discussed in Sections 3.4.2

and 3.5.

Calculations of clay specific volume V" during this ¡esearch program were conducted

using both initial and final water conlents since the mass balances in Table 5,3

show some discrepancies. The initial Ìvater contents are used to calculate the clay

specific volume thÌough to the end of the first consolidation stage at 26oC. The

clay specific volume at the peak deviator stress and the end of thermal
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consolidation (or the beginning of shear) is calculated by using the final wate¡

content and calculating backwards.

Consolidation results for each test a¡e shown in Figures 5,1 to 5.20. Table 5.4

summarizes the volumetric and lateral strains that occurred during consolidation.

Positive strains a¡e compressive while negative strains are expansive. The rezults

in Table 5.4 show that lateral strains were slightly compressive during 26oC

consolidation regardless of whethe¡ the specimen was swelling or compressing

volumetrically. This is possibly due to anisot¡opy that was built, into the

specimen during the compaction process.

The duration of the consolidation period depended on whether the specimens were

dilative o¡ compressive. Specimens that sr¡/elled to volumetric equilibrium

generally took longer periods to reach equilibrium than compressive specimens. The

time taken to complete thermal consolidation was typicalty faster than initial

consolidation af 26oC and this was independent of whether the specimen was dilative

or contractive, During thermal consolidation, the volumetric strains tended to be

either compressive or expansive in the same manner as during the 26oC consolidation

period, ând to be of similar magnitude. The lateral strains during 26oC

consolidation were comptessive, while during thermal consolidation at elevated

temperature the lateral strains ¡ ere generally expansive regardless of the

volumetric st¡ain direction or mean effective stress,

The consolidation results are summarized in Figure 5.57 which plots clay specific

volume against the natural logarithm of mean effective stress, The figure shows

relationships for a) after compaction, b) the end of first consolidation at 26oC,

and c) the end of second thermal consolidation at 26"C, 65'C, oi 100"C. The
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initial clay specific volume is about 2.25 as defined by measurements at the end of

compaction. During the fust consolidation, Figure 5.57 shows that specimens swell

or compress until volumetric equilibrium is attained under the imposed mean

effective stress. The transition between expansive and compressive strains is at

an effective stress of 1.5 MPa which is thought to be about the swelling

equilibrium pressure for the reference buffer (1.67 Mg/m) at 26"C. Above this

pressure, specimens compress; and below, specimens swell until volumetric

equilibrium is reached,

Ideally, the "first consolidation" line and rhe 26oC "end of thermal consolidation',

lines in Figure 5.57 should coincide. The differences shown in the Figure arise

from (1) differences in the way the specific volumes we¡e calculated, whether

forwards from the beginning of testing, o¡ backwards f¡om the end of æsting, and

(2) the limited number of tests from which the figure was prepared. Later, in

Chapter 6, these data will be compared with parallel but not identical tests run by

Lingnau. The pattem shown in Figure 5.57 agrees generally with Lingnau's results

from a larger number of tests.

Figure 5.58 shows lhree relationships for thermal consolidation at 26oC,65'C, and

100"C. The lines fo¡ each temperature a¡e close to parallel with increased

temperature producing decreased clay specific volume. The equations for all

consolidation lines are presented below. It is recalled that clay specific volumes

after compaction and at the end of fi¡st consolidation were calculated using the

initial water content, whereas the end of consolidation ¡esults were calculated

backwards from the final water content.



Begirming of consolidation

V = Constant = 2.25
o

End of flrst consolidation period at 26oC before heating

v26oc - 2.281 - 0.081 In p' (p' in MPa)

uzooc - 2.841 - 0.081 ln p' (p' in kpa)

uesoc - 2.291 - 0.076 rn p'

uosoc - 2.818 - 0.076 rn p'

utoooc - 2.151 - 0.091 ln p'

utoooc - 2.778 - o.o9L rn p

..,(13)

R2 = 0.95 ...(14)

...(15)

...(16)

Fitted ...(17)

End of thermal consolidation at 26oC,65"C, and 100'C

uzeoc - 2.404 - 0.084 In p' (p' in Mpa) Fiuecl

ulu'" = 2.98i - 0.084 ln p' (p' in kPa)

(p' in MPa)

(p' in kPa)

(p' in MPa)

(p' in kPa)

Fitted

During the heating phase the water and system components expand slightly. The

leakage tests described in Section 3.5 show volumetric strains of about 0.470 during

heating and cooling cycles which would conespond to an apparent change in clay

specific volume of about 0.01. The specimen used for the leakage tests was an

aluminum cylinder, so any measured change in volume during heating was due entkely

to expansion of water and test cell components. During heating, buffer specimens

show apparent compressive volumetric strains of +0.3Vo at 65'C and +0.7Vo at l@"C.

The changes in volume measured during heating and cooling cycles were reversible

during the full scale leakage tests. However during the tests on buffer the

expansive volumet¡ic strains during cooling \ryere slightly less than the
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cofiesponding compressive strains, Average volumetric strains measured during

cooling of specimens at 65oC were about -0.2Vo and about -0.57o at 100oC. The

volumetric strains during heating and cooling are included in all the results

presented since the effect in terms of specific volume is small.

To gain a sense of the effect of temperafure on the diffuse double layer within the

pore water, simple calculations were made to determine what portion of lateral

strains were due to thermal expansion and to changes in the diffuse double layer.

The volumetric thermal expansion of pore water (herein considered to be bulk water)

was calculated using a thermal expansion coefficient 9"* of 9.23 x 104/"C and

t.L62 x 1O-3fC at 65oC and 100oC, respectively, based on work by Dixon (Baltli et

al, 1990). Since the average volumetric expansion coefficient for the mine¡al

solids B. is very small (3.9 x 1O5i'C) compared with the pore water coefficient it

was neglected. The units for the coefficients are volumetric strâin per degree

Celsius with positive values representing expansion (this deviates from the

practice used in this thesis where positive strains represent compression or a

volume reduction). To use the volumetric expansion coefficients to calculate

lateral strains, the specimen was assumed to be isotropic ând the volumetric

coefficients were divided by three.

The calculated lateral expansion of the porewater is -l,20%o at 65oC and -2.864o at

100"C. The calculations were based on an initial specimen temperature of 26"C.

The average measured lateral strain due to heating was -0.64Vo 
^T 

65oC and, -1,677o at

100oC. The measured expansive strains are generally less than the predicted

expansion of the pore water. This is likely caused by contraction of the diffuse

double layer which in tum allows more void space to be occupied by bulk water.

Contraction of the diffuse double layer appears to account for the 0.56Vo and l.l97o
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lateral strain that was no! ma¡rifested during heating to 65oC and 100'C,

respectively, These results also corroborate the decrease in volume with increased

temperature found by Campanella and Mitchell (1968) and Hueckel (1987) as discussed

in Chapter 2.

The pore pressure coefficient B = Àu/Ào".u describes the change in pore preszure

Àu that occurs due to a change in cell pressure Âo""u under und¡ained conditions.

It is commonly used as a quality control check to ensure the validity of und¡ained

shear tests. The so-called "B-Test" is performed at the end of consolidation to

determine if a specimen is saturated or if leakage exists between the cell fluid

and po¡e water. To perform a B-Test, the drainage valve is closed, and initial

pore pressure and cell pressure measured to defìne conditions at the beginning of

the test. Once initial pressure reâdings have been taken, the cell pressure is

increased and the resulting pore pressure response is measured. If the pore

pressure increases by the same amount as the cell pressure then B = 1007o, and the

specimen can be considered completely saturated. A B-value less than 100%

indicates that the specimen is not completely saturated, while a B-value greater

than 100% indicates either leakage exists between cell fluid and pore water, or

incomplete equilibration of pore water pressures generated during the earlier

consolidation period. As a general guideline, a minimum B-value of 98Vo is required

fo¡ research testing, while 957o has been generally accepted for commercial tests,

Values of B measured by Saadat (1989) and Lingnau (Graham et al, 1991) for buffe¡

at the end of consolidation are generally about 99Vo to 10070 with a back pressure of

I MPa, Measu¡ement of B .¡r'as attempted during this resea¡ch program, but accurâte

measurements could not be obtained. At the end of consolidation the drainage valve

was closed and the pore pressure monito¡ed to ensule that the pore pressure rvas at
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equilibrium prior to beginning the B-Test. It was found that the pore pressure

decreased with time, and this would create abnormally lorv B-values.

F¡om the leakage tests described in Section 3.5 it is believed that diffusion of

pore water through the membranes to the cell fluid results in a decrease in pore

pressure when the drainage valve is closed. The high values of saturation shown in

Table 5.2 suggest that B will be about the same as measu¡ed by Saadat and Lingnau,

that is, between 99Vo and l\OVo at the end of consolidation. The need for high

B-values is not as great in the drained tests in this program, compared with the

undrained tests done by other researchers. The tests during this program are

conducted with drained conditions, and the¡efore the pore pressure is equal to tle

back pressure. In undrained triaxial tests it is necessary to measure the pore

pressure during shear to determine the mean effective st¡ess.

5.3 Shear

Results from the incremental shear portion of the drained triaxial tests are shown

in Figures 5.21 to 5.56. Table 5.5 summarizes these results. Most of the tests

failed when the axial strains were still less than SVo. Volumetric strains during

shearing depended on consolidation pressure and temperature, and ranged ftom +1.97o

to -3.37o. Similarly, the lateral strains ranged ftom +0.5Vo to -3.9V0. (Positive

signs represent compression.)

Figure 5.59 shows the peak shear strength results. Tests at higher temperature

tend to give slightly higher strengths (see Graham et al, 1992 Report) but the

effect appears to be small. The strength envelope can be expressed by the power

law function shown below.
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\*= 18.01 n' 056 (p' in kPa)

Figure 5.60 shows the clay specific volume versus mean effective stress at failure.

The ¡ezults show that the clay specific volume depends on fhe specimen temperaTure.

Equations relating V" and p' are shown below for each temperature. The line for

the two 26oC tests in Figure 5.60 has been drawn only through the point for T1301.

However, comparison with the 65'C and 100oC curves suggests this would be a

reasonable approximation. These lines are compared later with equivalent rezults

from Lingnau's program.

Clay specific volume at peak shear strength at 26C, 65"C, and 100.C are presented

below.

Peak shear strength

Ç* = 0.84 p' 016 (p' in MPa)

uzo"c - 2.422 - 0.160 ln p'

uzeoc - 3.527 - 0.160 In p'

u6soc - 2.312 - 0.153 rn p'

uos"c - 3.369 - 0.153 ln p'

uroooc - 2.230 - 0.160 ln p'

utoooc - 3.335 - 0.160 ln p

R2 = 0.96 ...(18)

,..(1e)

...(20)

(p' in MPa)

(p' in kPa)

(p' ìn MPa)

(p' in kPa)

(p' in MPa)

(p' in kPa)

Fitted

Fitted
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Table 5.6 shows the calculated values of the shear modulus Gro and Young's

modulus Ero. The behaviour of the buffer, as of all soils, is non-linear, so the

values of G and E vary during shearing. As a simplification, and for comparison

purposes, values of G and E i¡ Table 5.6 have been calculated at the point where

the deviator stress is 507o of the maximum deviator sress, hence the use of the

terms Gro and Ero. This is also a reasonable assumption since the buffer will

Iikely function at some working stress near 0.5g."*.

The shear modulus is calculated by plotting deviator stress versus shear strain,

while Young's modulus is determined from a plot of deviator stress versus axial

strain, Since the deviato¡ st¡ess is constant during the duration of each load

increment, the strains in this case are taken f¡om the readings after l-day and

2-days of loading, Wan (1987) and Saadat (1989) have shown that 1-, 2-, and 3-day

load durations plot as curves with similar shape. The initial sections of the

stress-sftâin curves are reasonably linear and have a decreased slope (increased

displacements) with increasing time. During this program, load increments were

generally applied for 2 days, and so readings for 3-day intervals were nof

obtained. Two methods are cur¡ently used at the University of Manitoba to

calculate Ero and Gro. The fi¡st method calculates the moduli by deærmining the

slope of a secant from q = 0 to q = 0.59..*. The second method determines the

slope of the local tangent at q = 0.5q_*, The slope of deviator stress q versus

shea¡ strain es curve is equal to 3G; while the slope of the deviator shess versus

axial strain is E. The values of shear modulus %o -d Young's modulus Ero in

Table 5.6 we¡e calculated using both the secant ând tangent methods, and are for 1-

and 2-day load durations. The resuits fot G,." and Er* for 1-day load durations

from Table 5.6 are plotted in Figure 5.61 and 5.62. Figure 5,61 shows some

tendency for the shear moduli to increase with mean effective stress p' and !o
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decrease with temperature, although the measurements are not unambiguous,

Figure 5.62 shows a small tendency for Ero to increase with mean effective stress

in these tests with no distinct relationship to temperature.

The lateral strain gauge measures the ¡adial displacement of specimens during

shear. As usual, it is assumed that the specimen ¡etains the shape of a right

cylinder during shear. Comparison between axial and lateral strains show that

during the initiâl stages of shear Poisson's ratio v varies from about 0,4 to 0.6,

that is, at close to constant volume. The values of v were calculated using a

secant method. This is the first time such results have been available from the

University of Manitoba laboratories. A value of 0.5 for v assumes that the buffer

acts isotropically as a perfectly elastic material such as rubber. Beyond the

initial stages of shear Poisson's ratio tends to inc¡ease above 0.5. Generally,

during the final load increments v ranges from about 0,5 to 1.4. The averaged

values of v, during the enti¡e shear stage, range from 0,4 to 0.9 with the average

for the T1300 series being about 0,6. The ¡esults indicate that v is not affected

by the dilative or compressive nature of the specimens.

The axial strain rate during each load increment was calculated when the axial

strain became approximately linear with time. Figure 5.63 shows st¡ess ratio

11 = Slp' versus axial strain rate e,, Generally the axial strain rates

equilibriate at slightly higher values with increased deviator stress. The axial

strain ¡ate typically does not exceed 0.7770/day prior to failure. The

relationships shown in Figure 5.63 do not appear to be affected systematically by

temperarure,
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The dilative and compressive nafure of the buffer dictates that specimens will fail

in diffe¡ent manners depending on the consolidation pressure and temperature. It

can be hypothesized that specimens consolidated below the swelling equilibrium

pressure may not be compietely at equilibrium when the shearing process begins. As

a result, ihe lower portion of the specimen will be allowed to swell to equilibrium

while the upper portion will be somewhat drier. This will ¡esult in shear planes

developing in the lower portion of the specimen since it will be r¡/etter and weaker

along with more significant deformation than the upper portion. Specimens that are

compressive or consolidated above the swelling equilibrium pressure should exhibit

mo¡e uniform failure pattems with shea¡ planes concentrated along the specimen

mid-section.

The shape of the specimen at the end of shear seems to depend on the mean effective

stress and on the specimen temperature during the triaxial test. There a¡e three

predominant specimen shapes which include (1) banel, (2) widened base, and

(3) shear plane. Figures 5.64 to 5,66 shows a sketch and photographs of three

different specimens at the end of shear, each exhibiting one of the failure shapes.

The bar¡el shape, as the name implies, is a widening of the middle portion of the

specimen with only slight widening at the ends. Specimens that have a widened base

begin to bulge at a distance of about 55 mm below the top of the specimen and fia¡e

outwards to the bottom. The upper portion of the specimen above the bulge tapers

slightly towards the top but predominantly retains its originally cylindrical

shape. Shear pìanes cut through the cross-section of the relevant specimens at an

angle a to the major principal axis. The parts of the specimen above and below the

shear plane slide in opposite directions along the shear surface. The angle of

shearing resislance þ can be calculated as 2ø - 90o,



Specimens T1301, T1302, and T1307 exhibited a barrel shape at the end of shear.

Specimens T1301 and T1302 were sheared at a mean effective stress of 1.7 MPa with

specimen temperatures of 27"C and 65"C. It is recalled that T1301 and T1302 were

sheared with higher initial load increments than the corect load increments.

T1307 was sheared at a mean effective stress of 1,5 MPa, at an elevated back

pressure of 7 MPa and a temperature of 65oC. These suggest that the specimen shape

seems !o be independent of the loading method and the totål sEess.

Specimens T1303, T1304, and T1306 had a widened base at the end of shear. .The mean

effective stress was 0.6 MPa for all th¡ee tests, with specimen temperatures being

26'C, 65"C, and 100oC, respectively. The location of the bulge begins at a

distance of about 55 mm below the top of the specimen. The total height of the

specimens is about 95 mm fo¡ T1303, T1304, and 86 mm for T1306. The difference

between the diameter of the specimen at the top and bottom of the taper is about

4 mm for T1303, T1304, and 11 mm for T1306. Specimen T1303 failed on the first

load inc¡ement and was subsequently ¡econsolidated and shea¡ed with an elevated

back preszure of 7 MPa. About 5.37o axial strain was unrecoverable when the

specimen initially failed. However, the shapes of the three specimens at the end

of shear were simila¡, with the bulges in virtually the same location, Also, the

difference in diameter between the top and bottom of the bulge is almost equal to

the amount of permanent axial deformation. Lingnau (see for example Graham et al

1992) has suggested that bulging of this type indicates non-homogeneous swelling

specimens in which expansive consolidation straining was not totally complete,

With P'*n, = 0.6 MPa, all these specimens swelled during consolidation. If this

process had not completely terminated at the beginning of shearing, then the lower

part of the specimen would be wetter than the upper part, Shear strains would

therefore concentrate in the weaker, low part of the specimen.
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Shear planes were identified in specimens T1308 and T1309. Specimen T130g

exhibited some bulging along the mid-section, and a measured angle a of about 47o.

This suggests an angle of shearing ¡esistance O equal to 4o. The specimen was

sheared at an effective stress of 3.0 MPa, and a temperature of 100oC, Specimen

T1309 showed evidence of a failure plane at an effective stress of 1,5 Mpa and

temperature of 100"c. The failure shape for T1309 was a combination of a widening

base and a shear plane. In this case, the failure plane was less defined than fo¡

T1308, and this is likely related to the combined failure mechanism. The angle c
for T1309 was about 78o which corresponds to an angle of shearing ¡esistance of

66o. As has been found frequently in other srudies, determination of S by

measuring the angle of the shea¡ plane does not give consistent results.

specimen T1310 exhibits a combination of failure mechanisms between banelling ancl

widening of the base. It was shea¡ed at an effective stress of 3.0 Mpa at 65cC.

The specimen began to bulge at a distance of 31 mm below the top as opposed to

55 mm mentioned previously. The specimen diameter begins to taper downward at

about 20 mm above the base thus showing some indication of the barrelling

mechanism.

It seems that the shapes of specimens at the end of shearing depend on both the

mean effective stress and temperature. Effective stresses of 1.5 Mpa and 3.0 Mpa

produce shear planes at elevated temperature, with the most clearly defined shear

plane occurring at an effective stress of 3.0 MPa at 100'c. At an effective stress

of 0.6 MPa the final shape of the specimen is less clearly dependent on

temperature, with both banelling and bulging modes being observed.



The specimen shapes indicate that specimens at higher effective stress and

temperature may strain soften during shearing, that is, may become more brittle,

Specimens that develop a barrel shape at the end of shear are more ductile, that is

they should strain harden during shear. The load confolled procedures used in

these tests do not permit observations of strain softening behaviour,



CHAPTER 6

pMrr$lIaN

6.1 Introduction

Research into the effects of temperature on buffer behaviour began at the

University of Manitoba with Lingnau, and followed Saadat's tests at ambient

temperatures. Lingnau's experimental program consisted of three series of

undrained triaxial compression tests performed at tempetatures of 26"C, 65'C, and

100oC, The pu{pose of the program presented in this thesis was to conduct drained

stress controiled triaxial compression tests under temperature and pressure

conditions that we¡e similar to Lingnau's, and to compare the strength

relationships for buffer specimens tested using this diffe¡ent stress path.

This chapter will summarize the ¡esults presented in Chapter 5 and discuss their

relationship with rezults from Lingnau and Saadat. The method of testing, although

significantly different from that used in undrained tests, produces comparable

consolidation and shear strength results.

6.2 Consolidation

During this program, consolidation of buffe¡ specimens was performed in two stâges.

Initially, the specimens were consolidated at a controlled temperature of 26oC

which is approximately room temperature. Once the first stage of consolidation was

complete, they were heated and allowed to reach volumetric equilibrium at elevated
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temperatures of either 65oC or 100'C. Specimens were taken to be at volumetric

equilibrium when their voiumetric strâin rates were less than O.l%olday. The

purpose of dividing the consolidation process into two parts .' as to measure the

effect of temperature on the buffer when consolidated initially at room temperature

and then heated to an elevated temperature, During Lingnau's program, specimens

were heated immediately after consolidation pressures were applied, so volume

changes due to pressure and temperature could not be readily separated. The

specimens from Lingnau a¡rd Saadat's programs, as with this program, were formed by

static compaction to a dry density of 1,.67 Mglm3 , but diffe¡ed slightly with some

variation in mixing and compaction techniques from those described in Chapter 4.

In general, the application of heat to a buffer specimen that is in preszure and

volumetric equilibrium produces small volumetric change in the specimen. As shown

in Figure 5.57, no net volume change seems to occur at a mean effective stress of

1.5 MPa for specimens consolidated at 26"C. The results in Figure 5.58 show th¡ee

distinct relationships between specimens consolidated at three different

temperatures of 26'C,65'C, and 100oC. These relationships reflect shrinking yield

loci at constant specific volume with increasing temperature as shown by other

researchers in Chapter 2. The consolidation lines can be considered parallel for

different temperatures. The equations for the normal consolidation lines are

presented again below for comparison later (p' in kPa).

Beginning of consolidation

V = Constant = 2.25
a

End of fust consolidâtion period at 26oC before heating

...(13bis),(22)

v26oc - 2.841 - o.og1 ln p'
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End of thermal consolidation at 26oC,65"C, and 100'C

t'"" = r,nt, - o'084 ln p'

vlt" = z.8ta - 0.076 ln p'

utoooc - 2,778 - 0.o91 ln p,

R2 = 0.95

R2 = 0.94

Fitted

Firted

...(1sbiÐ,(24)

...(16bis),(2s)

...(17bis),(26)

...(27)

...(28)

...(2e)

...(30)

Fitted

Fitted

Fitted

The equations fo¡ the normal consolidation lines as determined by Saadat and

Lingnau are presented below (p' in kPa). The equations from Lingnau's larger data

base also show a small trend to',vards a shrinking yield locus with increasing

temperature, that is, lines for increasing temperatures are at successively lower

specific volumes.

Saadat (1988), ambient temp eratures

uzooc - 3.541 - 0.171 rn p'

Lingnau

v26oc - 3,102 - 0,121 ln p'

uesoc - 3.050 - 0.121 ln p'

utoooc - 2.950 -0.121 rn p'

The consolidation ¡esults presented are plotted in Figure 6.1 and show good

ag¡eement between the different researchers. The slope l, of Saadat,s normal

consolidation line is greater than Lingnau's and the results f¡om this reseæch

progfam, The ¡esults a¡e also summarized in Table 6.1,
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6.2,1 The Effective Stress Concept

The validity of the effective stress concept was examined during consolidation of

tr o of the specimens (T1303 and T1307) by increasing the back p¡essure from I Mpa

to 7 MPa while mainraining a constant mean effective sfress. The purpose of this

procedure was to confirm that the behaviour of the specimens is govemed by changes

in effective sffess rather than total stress.

Specimen Ti303 was consolidated at an elevated back pressure ú 26oC, similar to

Saadat's procedure with ambient temperatures, and T1307 was consolidated at an

elevated temperature of 65oC. The results for T1303 are shown in Figures 5.5 and

5.6. Figure 5.5a shows that both fhe cell and back pressures were increased by

7 MPa on the eleventh day of the test. If the effective stress concept is valid,

it would be expected that no further volume change would occur in the specimen

since the effective stress was constant. The volumetric strains measurect during

consolidation are shown in Figure 5.6a and show that the specimen continues to

dilate at about the same rate afteÌ the change in totâl stress. The lateral st¡ain

measurements in Figure 5.6b show that the specimen did not change in diameter.

Evidence from the membrane diffusion tests indicate that memb¡ane diffusion occurs

at a mean effective stress of 0.6 MPa at elevated temperatures. Given the doubt

that membrane diffusion places on the volumetric measurements, the lateral sûain

gauge is conside¡ed a more reliable measure of the âctual performance of the

specimen at a mean effective stress of 0.6 MPa. These readings support the

applicability of the effective stress concept.

The order of consolidation events followed three stages for specimen T1307, and

included consolidation at (a) room temperarure, (b) elevated temperature to 65oC,
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and (c) elevated back pressure to 7 MPa. The back pressure during the fust six

days of the test was held at 1 MPa with an effective stress of 1,5 MPa as shown in

Figure 5.13a. The specimen reached volumetric equilibrium after about four days

and was then heated to 65oC as shown in Figure 5.13b. Figure 5.14a shows an

"apparent" compressive st¡ain of about 0.4 Vo on the fourth day which is primarily

due to expansion of the pore r ater and system components during the heating phase,

After heating was complete the specimen maintained a relatively constant volume and

after 2 days volumetric equilibrium was confi¡med. The cell and back pressure were

then increased to 8.5 MPa and 7 MPa, respectively. Figure 5.14a shows an

instantaneous volumetric response to the pressure change with virtually no volume

change afterward. The lateral strain ¡esults for T1307 are presented in

Figure 5.14b and show that the specimen expanded laterally by about 0,17o due to

heating. On the fifth day of consolidation the specimen "apparently" dilated

laterally by about 0.670 during a short time period, However, the pressure,

temperature, and volume strains during the fifth day were relatively constânt. The

change in the diameter of the specimen on the fifth day is, therefore, presumed to

be unique to the lateral strain gauge and may be caused by a shift in the location

of the device due to the change in temperâture. After the pressure was elevated

the diamete¡ of the specimen remained constant.

The consolidation results for specimens T1303 and T1307 show that the buffe¡ is

governed by effective stresses since no significant volume or lateral strains

occurred due to a 7 MPa increase in total stress. This is especially evident for

T1307 since the applied effective stress of 1.5 MPa is approximately equal to the

swelling equilibrium pressure for the buffe¡. If total stresses governed the

volume change of the specimen, then large volume strains due to the 7 MPa increase
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in total stress would have been observed but in reality the specimen maintained its

state of volumetric equilibrium.

6,3 Shear

The specimens in this program were sheared at a series of constant mean effective

stresses along vertical stress paths in p':q-space. They were sheared by applying

equal increments of axial load which correspond to (almost) constant increments of

deviator stress. The size of the increments was chosen so that failu¡e could be

expected after the fifth increment was added. The maximum deviator stress wâs

predicted f¡om Saadat's (1988) equation for the peak strength of the buffer which

is q = 2.59 p'0'80. (Saadat's equation is based on triaxial tests at ambient?'
temperature on buffer specimens with an initial dry density of 1.67 Mg/m3.) The

deviator stress was held constant during each load inc¡ement, and subsequent

increments added only when the axial strain rate became relatively constant.

The specimens were shea¡ed with drainage leads open, and typicalty exhibit small

volumetric sfains since the mean effective stress is held constant. The lateral

strains generally mirror the shape of the axial strains, with Poisson's ratio being

approximately 0.5 (Section 5.3), a¡ least in the early portions of the test,

Determination of Poisson's ratio from lateral strain measurements is reasonably

accurate during the initial stages of shear when the specimen shape does not

deviate significantly from a right cylinder. Quite good sensitivity appears to

have been achieved from the newly developed lateral strain indicators.

The measured axial strai¡s and axial strâin rates show that the specimens strain at

a relatively fast rate immediately after loading. In all but the fìnal increment,



this is followed by deceleration to an approximately constant axial strain rate

(see for example Figure 5.35). Under the final increment, the axial srain rates

accelerate until large, unacceptable, strains are attained. The specimen is said

to have failed when axial strain is accelerating, or the specimen can sustain no

further loads, The tests were terminated at axial strains of l5%, Axial strains

at failure were generally less than 67o, with several specimens failing at less

fhan 310. Relatively good control of the mean effective stress and deviator stress

was possible considering thât any fluctations in cell pressure are linked directly

to the applied axial load. An increase in cell pressure will create greater

impetus for the piston to be pushed from the cell and has the effect of reducing

load on the specimen.

Until this testing program, only moderately compacted buffer specimens (1.54 Mg/m3,

8570 Modifìed ASTM Dry Density) had been sheared at the University of Manitoba under

constant mean effective stresses, Tests on low density specimens were performed by

Wan (1987) and Saadat (1989). The cross-sectional a¡eas of the specimens during

shear we¡e calculated f¡om volume change measurements only. Axial loads were

adjusted to maintair a constarit mean effective stress with increasing

cross-sectional area. As the specimen approached failure and began ø strain

rapidly the axial loads were adjusted more frequently. When the final load

increment was applied to low density specimens, the axial strain initially

decelerated at the same rate as for previous load inc¡ements, However, after

periods of a few hours, the axial deformations of these specimens accelerated

until, as mentioned earlier, the end of test was reached at about 1570 axial strain.

High density buffer specimens fail differently, in a more abnrpt and brittle

mâmer. Specimens that failed at the p¡edicted deviator stress exhibited a d¡amatic
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response, with the lever and weights of the loading system swinging downward

rapidly until they were checked by a mechanical stop. If the load increment was

i¡sufficient to cause the specimen to fail almost immediately after application of

the load, axial straining would not accelerate. As in the earlier tests, load

increments prior to failure caused the high density buffer specimens to strain at

constant, and successively faster axial strain rates.

Some specimens did not fail at the expected deviator stresses, and it was necessâry

to apply additional loads to cause failu¡e. F¡actions of a full load increment

were applied to these specimens and the axial strains were then monitored to

determine if the axial deformation accelerated, If the axial deformation

decelerated, further loads were applied and the deformations again monitored. The

¡esponse was immediate (within 5 minutes) when a load was applied that would

produce accelerating axial strains.

The shear failure results from the nine tests that \¡¿ere successfully sheared in the

program were presented in Figure 5.59. (Results for T1305 are not presented since

this specimen \¡/as not sheared due to malfunctioning of the cell.) The results show

little systematic variation in strength between buffer specimens sheared at

different temperatures, Figure 6.2 shows the results compared to peak strength

relationships for CIû (Consolidated Isotropically, sheared Und¡ained with pore

pressure measurement) tests presented by Saadat for ambient temperatures, and by

Lingnau fo¡ 65oC and 100"C. The equations for all the curves are presented below.

The results from Lingnau show that increased temperatures produce somewhat higher

peak strength envelopes, although the differences are not large.
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Peak shear strength (q and p'in kPa):

Yarechewski, 26'C, 65'C, and 100'C

o = 18.01 o'0 56

þeåk

Saadat (1987), ambient temperâtures

o = 2.59 n'o 80

^peak

Lingnau

65"C Temperature

{;"i = +,e: n'o'

100oC Temperature

o 
roooc _ 6.6j o,o.7l

ì)eâk

R2 = 0.96

R2 = 0.94

R2 = 0.96

R2 = 0.98

...(18bis),(31)

...(32\

...(33)

...(34)

Results from this program show that in the mean effective stress from 0 to 1 Mpa,

the test data compare closely with Lingnau's curve foÌ qpecimens sheared at l00oC.

The curve for the constant p' tests then rejoins Lingnau,s 65"C and Saadat's 26oC

curves at about 3 MPa. At a mean effecfive stress of 3.2 lvpa, the constant p'

curve and Lingnau's 65oC curve cross below Saadat's 26oC curve, However, the

differences ¿üe not large, and may lie simply in the scatter in the rezults.

Lingnau's and Saadat's curyes were drawn fo¡ a larger data base than was possible

in the current tes! series.

The equations for the peâk strength lines were plotted in Figure 5.60 in

V:p'-space and are now compared with critical state results from Saadat and

Lingnau in Figure 6.3. Since the change in volume befween the peak and end-of-test



is small during constant-p' tests the peak strength lines in Figure 5.60 may be

assumed to approximate the critical state lines for 26oC, 65"C, and 100"C.

Critical state lines at 26oC, 65'C, and 100"C (p' in kPa):

Yarechewski

vlo'c = 3'527 - 0.160 ln P'

v65oc - 3.369 - 0.153 ln p'

n'toooc - 3.335 - 0.160 ln p'

Saadat (1989)

t uzeoc = 1.763 - 0,126 ln p'
0

uzeoc - 4.J63 - 0.279 rn p'

Lingnau

uzo"c - 3.102 - 0.121 ln p'

uo:oc - 3.020 - 0.i21 rn p'

ul*"" = 2.930 - 0.121 ln p'

Fitted

Fitted

Fitted

R2 = 0.97

Fitted

Fitted

...(19bis),(35)

...(20bis),(36)

...(21bis),(37)

...(38)

,..(3e)

.,.(40)

...(41)

Lingnau regressed a best-fit line through his 26oC data. "Best-fit" lines were

then fitted to the 65oC data and 100oC data with the same slope, 0,121. Table 6.2

presents the above results in the form V" = l - À ln p'. The results show similar

slopes for the critical state lines and a trend towards decreased clay specific
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volume with inc¡eased temperature. Some detailed differences in the values of I
may result f¡om the way different researchers prepare their data,

6.3.1 Shear of Specimen T1303

Specimen T1303 initially was sheared with higher applied loads due to a

miscalculation. As a result, the specimen was failed on the flrst application of

the load and experienced axial strain to about 77o with only l.1Vo recoverable upon

unloading. Strains of this magnitude during this program usually indicate that the

specimen has failed through plastic straining. The maximum deviator stress

calculated during this initial loading was 0.55 MPa. After unloading, the specimen

was allowed to reconsolidate istropically at the original mean effective stress of

0.6 MPa. Upon application of the coffect loads, the specimen was sheared to a

maximum deviator stress of 0.59 MPa as shown in Figure 5.32a which is comparable

with results from other fests as shown in Figure 5.59.

The results of this test show that the specimen can recover structurally after

behg strained excessively. This is partly because the nature of the specimen

forming procedure produces a fairly homogeneous material with no inherent

structure, Another reason for this recovery is likely owing to the swelling

capabilities of the sodium bentonite to heal (or at least seal) the shear bands

that developed within the specimen. This self-healing capabiliry will play an

important role within the life of the nuclear waste disposal vault to impede the

flow of radionuclides,
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

As is customa¡y, only the principal conclusions will be listed here. Mo¡e detailed

conclusions have been presented at appropriate places in the discussion. It is

appreciated that tests are few and st¿tistically questionable, yet reasonably clear

trends have been established that support work by other researchers. The principal

conclusions are as follows.

- Constant mean effective stress triaxial tests can be performed on sand-bentonite

specimens at elevated tempe¡atures of 26"C,65oC, and 100'C.

- The effect of temperature on the strength of the buffer is small in these tests.

The strength envelope can be represented by a single relationship, which is

independent of temperature.

- The shear strength results from these CID' tests are comparable to the results

of Lingnau and Saadat.

- The Critical State Lines show a t¡end towards reduced clay specific volume V"

with increased temperâture.

- The effective stress concept appears to be useful for describing the behaviour

of buffe¡ at elevated temperatures.



Buffer specimens consolidated a[ elevated temperatures exhibit behaviour which

can be interpreted as representing a shrinking yield locus with increased

temperature.

The buffer has self-healing capabilities which allow it to be failed under large

axial strains, reconsolidated, and then reshea¡ed without a reduction in peak

stÌength.

The Shear Modulus Gro increases slowly with inc¡eased mean effective stress but

no obvious dependency on temperature has been noted from these tests. The

Young's Modulus is approximately constant. Again there is no obvious dependency

on temperâture,

Silicone oil cell fluid diffuses through two silicone membranes at a mean

effective stress of 0.6 MPa at 100oC. The direction of the diffusion path is

from the lower back piessure to the higher cell pressure.

Dilative specimens exhibit a failure mechanism in which local bulging is seen at

the base of the specimens. Compressive specimens exhibit shear planes,

Further research should be unde¡taken to determine the effects of temperature

change on the elastic properties of the buffe¡, and the effect of cyclic or

ramped temperatures.

Calibration of the¡mal expansive strains should be described and related to

diffuse double layer sfains.
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- Diffusion of silicone oil should be arrested by locating a more resistant

membrane material,

- The conical sealing ring should be employed if cur¡ent sealing practices allow

passage of silicone oil into the pore water.

- The teflon bushing in the triaxial cell head should be replaced with a system

that exhibits less deformation with the application of heat.

- Scatte¡ in the data is still relatively large.

- A stronger conceptual and numerical model of constitutive behaviour should be

developed,
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AIlENplX_A

THE DISPOSAL OF RAD

This term project was previously presented on April 18, 1991 at rhe University of

Manitoba for course 23.716 Environmental Impact.

1.0 The Nature of Radioactivity

Radioactive decay is the process whereby unstable atoms release energy to become

more stable. The halflife of a ¡adioactive elemønt is the time required for the

number of âtoms to be ¡educed by one-half through radioactive decay. There are

several types of radiation that are emitted during the decay process.

Alpha-particles (cr) are large and positively charged. They are composed of helium

nuclei (2 protons ând 2 neutrons) and cannot penetrate the body or clothes.

Beta-particles (B) consist of electrons \ryhich can penetrate 1 to 2 cm into water

and flesh, Although both of these particles are not very harmful externally, they

can cause significant damage to sensitive tissue if they enter the body.

Gamma-radiation (1) can penetrate through the body and is used to kill cancer cells

and tumors. Gamma-¡adiation and x-rays are part of the electromagnetic spectrum,

which includes visible light, but have much greater penetrating power,

Wlen radiation collides with other atoms in the human body, ions are produced which

may react with the strands of DNA molecules. This type of radiation is called

ionizing ¡adiation, The broken DNA strands are repaired regularly, but if damaged

beyond repair, the regulation system of the cells becor¡res unbalanced and cell

reproduction occu¡s in an uncontrolled manner and rate. The damage can be either
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somatic or genetic. Somatic damage affects the living organism, while genetic

damage refers to defects in chromosomes and genes that can be passed to offspring.

There are several units used for quantifying radiation. The Curie (Ci) is the

number of nuclear disintegrations (3.7 x 1010¡ that one grâm of radium undergoes in

one second. The roentgen or rad (radiation absorbed dose) is the amount of energy

deposited per kilogram of lissue. A factor calied the relative biological

effectiveness is used to differentiate between different lyaes of penetrating

radiation and is called a rem (roentgen equivalent for man). Rems are a measure of

the biological damage caused by energy. A similar unit in the SI system is the

sievert (Sv). The average radiation dose received by the public is 2.7 mSv/yr from

background radiation. According to Canadian law an additional 50 mSv/yr is

allowable for people working with radiation and 5 mSv/yr for the general public.

The effects of radiation are presented below. The radiation dosages refer to an

instantaneous exposure over the whole body.

10000 mSv

1000 mSv

100 mSv

1 mSv

Illness and death within a few weeks.

1 out of 100 exposures results in nausea, cancer.

Not noticeable.

This represents the minimum dosage on earth due to background

radiation. Represented by I case of cancer in 100,000.

The estimated average radiation dose rates for the Canadian population are

presented in Figure 1 [1]. These doses are based on 1 kW of nuclear energy

production per person which is the estimaæd amount for the 1990's. The figure was

taken from a report by Sir Edward Pochin for the United Nations Scientific

Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (LINSCEAR) t251. According to
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Figure 1, the radiation dosage from the nuclear energy cycle represents

approximately 6 percent of the natural ¡adiation dose rate.

Extensive research has been performed to determine the effect of fallout on

organisms and the environment. Radioactive fallout initially collects on the leaves

of plants, and as these drop to the forest floor, the radionuclides become attached

to the humus and litter. The high surface area to weight ratio of the humus causes

the radionuclides to bond strongly with the humus and not penetrate into deeper

soils [11]. Unfortunately, most studies conceming radiation effects on flora and

fauna have been performed from the perspective of radiation originating from

fallout and not from below the ground surface. Therefore, it is not certain what

effects radionuclides escaping from buried wastes would have on the biosphere,

Certain fission products (these are the by-products of a nuclear reaction) can be

concentrated in organic tissue. The Windscale reprocessing plant in the Uniæd

Kingdom was releasing lowlevel liquid wastes into the hish Sea [4]. The

concentration of the radionuclides was low enough that the water \vas safe fo¡

swimming and ¡ecreational activities, However, a seaweed used as a source of food

in South lVales was found to concentrate ruthenium-106 which is one of the frssion

products ¡eleased from the reprocessing plant, This case shows that there are

certain plants and animals that will reconcentrate radionuclides, and that dilution

of radioactive waste does not necessarily solve the disposal problem.

The¡e are other organisms that are good indicators of contamination levels.

F¡eshwater mussels in northem ltaly feed on suspended particles and live in the

sediments, These molluscs tend to concentrate cesium and rnanganese, as revealed

f¡om studies afte¡ the Chemobyl accident [29]. They are particularly useful
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indicators because they occupy a wide area and are not as mobile as fïsh, making it

possible to determine contamination levels in different regions.

2.0 The Nucleqr Englgy Cycle

The process of generating electricity in nuclear reactors is similar in principle

to coal generators where heat is generated to convert wate¡ into steam, The steam

is passed through a turbine to produce electriciry. The CANDU (CANadian Deuterium

and Uranium) leactors use natural uranium as fuel for the reactor and deuterium

(heavy water) as the moderator and coolant. A schemalic representation of how a

CANDU reactor produces electricity is shown in Fig. 2 t201. The deuærium is

circulated over the uranium fuel and through a boiler contai¡ing light water. The

light water is changed to steam which is used to drive a turbine to produce

electricity. Once the steam passes through the turbine, it is condensed and the

process is repeated. The CANDU 600 reactors can produce a nominal electrical

output of 600 Megawatts.

The mined uranium oxide, which is used as fuel in a nuclear reactor, is compressed

into ceramic pellets which are placed in zirconium tubes 0,5 m long, as shown in

Figure 3 [3]. These rubes are arranged in a 0.1 m diameter circular configuration

which is called a fuel bundle and contains about 20 kg of natural uranium. One

fuel bundle produces the equivalent amount of energy to 400 tonnes of coal.

Nuclear reactors use uranium fuel to produce heat through the process of

fission [17]. Fission is the splitting of nuclei which results in the release of

radiation, neutrons, and radioactive fragments called fission products.

Uranium-235 is fissile material, that is, a material that will undergo fission and
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keep the chain reaction in progess. Naturally occurring uranium contains 0J1o lJ23s

and 99.3Vo Uæ8. The uranium-238 does not support fission, but absotbs neutrons to

produce uranium-239 which decays to fissile plutonium-239. In the nuclear reactor,

the u¡anium-235 atoms are split by neutrons which in turn causes 2 or 3 neutrons to

be released. These newly released neutrons can subsequently split other U-235

atoms and release more neutrons, This continued fission process is called a chain

reaction. The fission fragments move away rapidly after impact and jostle other

uranium atoms which produces heat. During one fission, 200 MeV of electricity is

produced [16]. The amount of uranium-235 required for nuclealweapons is 9O7o and

explains why a nuclear reactor cannot explode like a nuclear bomb [35].

Fo¡ the fission process to take place the neutrons must be slowed otherwise they

will not strike the Uæ5 atoms. The slowing of the neutrons is accomplished

through the use of a moderator, which in CANDU teactors is deuterium. Deuterium is

a wate¡ molecule with an extra neutron in the nucleus of the hydrogen atoms, As

the fast neuEons pass through the deutedum, they bounce between atoms causing

them to lose energy and speed. A schematic representation of this process is

presented in Figure 4 [17]. It is important that the moderator loop be free of

leaks because the deute¡ium can absorb neutrons and be changed to tritium which is

¡adioactive.

Light water, although much less expensive than deuterium, is not preferred as a

mode¡ator because it absorbs too many neutrons, and this reduces the amount of

fissioning that can occur. Some nuclear reactors, that use light water as a

moderator, require as much as 3 percent of the fuel to be U-235 while there is only

abovt 0,'l7a in natural urtulium deposits, Reactors thai require a higher uranium-235

content use enrichment plocesses to increase the content.
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The fission rate in reactors is controlled by neutron-absorbing rods made of

cadmium and boron which a¡e lowered between the fuel bundles. By placing the rods

deeper within the reactor core, fewer reactions occur because the rods remove

neutrons that would otherwise be used fo¡ fission, The reaction rate can also be

slowed by lowering the level of the deuterium in the reâctor core, Less of the

moderator means that fewer neutrons a¡e slowed and allowed to øke part in the

feaction.

The fuel is conside¡ed spent when the amount of neutrons absorbed by the fission

products begins to outnumber the number of neut¡ons ¡eleased by the fissile

material. The result is that less energy is produced effìciently. After the fuel

has been spent, the uranium content remains virtually unchanged, wíth 98.71o of the

U238, U235, and U23a intact,

2.1 R..V.ling

The spent fuel rods can be recycled by recovering the plutonium fission products

produced by the chain teaction. The process consists of dissolving the waste in

acid and removing the useful elements. The remaining waste is solidified by

vitrification into glass or ceramic and disposed. By using the plutonium as a

fuel, the amount of energy obtained from natural uranium can be increased,

Alternatively, thorium can be changed into fissile uranium-233 which can be mixed

with plutonium and used in CANDU reactors. This is termed a "near-breeder" and

could extend the nuclear resources by a factor of ten. The term "b¡eeder" refers

to reactors that can create more nuclear fuel by converting fission products. The

use of plutonium in reactors reduces the amount of waste, but does not eliminate



the long term hazards, since it is difficult to entirely separate the plutonium.

Other long-lived fission products will also remain in the waste.

The need to recycle depends on the cost and availability of the uranium oxide that

occurs naturally in Canada. Presently (in 1992), the cost of recycling is greater

than the cost of mining and employing natural uranium i¡ a "once-th¡ough', fuel

process. There is a large natural supply of fissionable matedal in Canada. This

makes it more economical to mine uranium for fuel than to recycle fuel waste.

3.0 Selection of a Site for a Nuclear Reactor

The factors involved with choosing a nuclear teactor location generally fall into

three categories which relate to the environmental, economical, and technical

efficiency of a location. The envi¡onmental concerns that need to be addressed

pertain to aquatic, teffestrial, atmospheric, and food chain elements of the

biosphere.

The power plant, to be economically feasible, should be close to the main ¡eceiver

of the electricity. However at the same time, rhe technical feasibiliry of the

project must be assessed. The site selection process performed by Manitoba Hydro

attempts to weigh the factors related to these categories without creating a

relationship between cost and environment 120,211. The impact on the envi_ronment

is determined by a ranking scheme which is c¡eated by members of a committee from

various organizations.

There are many effects which must be investigated during the site selection process

such as turbine noise, radiation emissions, and cooling operation. Condensing of
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steam once it exits the turbine requires approximately 24 m3/s to 48 m3/s of wâter

which will be increased in temperature by 15'C to 7.5oC, respectively. If this

warmed water is ¡eturned to a water body it can affect the aquatic life. A closed

cooling system uses tor¡r'ers that allow the steam to be condensed as it falls through

cooled air, Some energy is used to condense the steam and some water is lost due

to evaporâtion. This reduces the impact on the aquatic life and requires a smaller

water body for supplemental supply. However, it increases the cost to operate the

plant and reduces the efficiency.

If thermal discharges occur in a water body, fish will move to better locations and

overcrowding will occur. Discharges also produce turbidity which may affect fish

reproduction and the fishing industry. The impact on the terrestrial environment

could affect unique or rare species and habitat which would include alterations of

migratory pattems. Socio-economic impacts such as the influx of people to the

area may be based on the ease of commuting to the site and may affect existing

populations in the vicinity. Radioactive emissions f¡om a nuclear power plant are

small, and generally represent l%o of the allowable specification. An isolation

zone ex¡ends in a 1 km radius around the power plant. This results in low turbine

noise at the plant boundary. Landscaping is used to ¡educe the visual impact of

the site.

The Manitoba Hydro report suggests that the disposal of nuclear waste be either at

the plant site or at a coÍrmon disposal site within the province but did not give

further details.
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4.0 Waste Treâtment

Nuclear \ aste comes in different forms which are generally grouped into three

categories as low, intermediate, and highJevel waste. The defi¡itions of these

categories depend on the activity and halflives of the waste. In F¡ance, low and

intermediaæ level wastes are disposed in covered trenches or shallow repositories.

HighJevel wastes thât have long half-lives and high âctivity rflill be stored in

deep repositories as shown ìn Figure 5 [4].

Nuclear waste can originate from other sources besides from the ir¡adiated fuel in

the reactor. The wastes with lower activity include such items as light bulbs,

rags, paper, and tools that have been exposed to ¡adiation, Liquid wastes

originate from cleanup of the reactor coolant and condensate, leaks in the cooling

cycle, decontamination operations, floor drains, and water from showers and

laundry. Decontamination operations use \ryater jets to remove ¡adioactive material

f¡om canisters or other objects.

The wastes are. processed into a stable waste form that will allow minimum

dispersion of radioactive material into the environment. The process of

vitrification combines the radioactive waste with bo¡osilicate glass to cÍeafe a

stable product that can accomodate a wide variety of waste products. Radioactive

liquid waste is generally non-volatile and remains attached to salts. The salts

are converted to an insoluble form and precipitated using either filters or floc

precipitation [5]. Ion exchangers a¡e then used to separate the radioactive

particles from the salts. Leaving the salts in the waste produces an unstable

wasle form which can etch through glass.
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The high level liquid waste can be turned into a calcine and mixed with glass frit

which is subsequently melted and cast. The final vitrifìed product is câst into

sfainless steel containers each holding about 400 kg of product. The containe¡s

are welded shut, decontaminated, and subsequently stored in vaults. The gases and

liquids evolved from the process require ûeatment using such technology as

scrubbers and filters.

Glass is not completely i¡soluble but the leach rate can be very low if ext¡eme

temperatu¡e (500"C) and water contâct is avoided. A low leach rate can be

accomplished by careful control of the fission product content within the glass and

containment within a medium that allows heat transfer. Devitrification can

increase the leachability by a factor of 2 to 5 [1]. The high level waste can also

be incorporated i¡to other materials such as bitumen, crystalline ceramic, or

cement-based encapsulants,

The solid waste form should be free of voids and contain a chemistry which is

stable. By preventing solubilization of the waste, storage can be performed in

canisters without fe of radionuclide leakage. It is best to remove organics from

the waste since they produce acids which can accelerate decay of the container,

Low level waste can be disposed using incineration and clean-up techniques for the

gases, Other cunent methods include baling with two layers of polyethylene and

storage. The waste is compacted prior to packaging to reduce the volume. Plant

awareness can also be used to reduce the amount of low level waste and prevent its

entrance into the waste slream,
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5.0 Present Storage lVþllrqllq

5.1 Pools

Highly radioactive nuclear fuel waste is currently stored in concrete double-walled

pools lined with stainless steel and filied with ordinary (as opposed to "heavy")

water, The water shields the fuel bundles which are placed on racks consisting of

stainless steel or aluminum alloy. The racks contain boron which is used to

prevent fission of the uranium by absorbing neutrons released from the bundles.

This process has been used for the past 30 years in Canada.

As of 1988, there were about 12,300 tonnes of used fuel in storage, predominantly

in pools. The 2,000 megar¡r'att Pickering Generating station in Ontario produces

about 260 tonnes of ì aste each year. All of the fuel waste produced by this plânt

could be stored in a waterfilled tank 160 metres long, 10 metres wide, and 8 metres

deep until the year 2000 Ul. The amount of waste produced by nuclear power plants

is not very large in volume or weight.

Nuclear fuel r¡r'aste stored in pools requires abouT 2 cubic metres of water volume

per tonne. As the waste ¡eleases heat, a circulation system cools the water and

prevents overheating of the pool. The water is filtered through an ion exchange

column to remove any radioactivity that may have escaped from the used fuel and

dissolved. Current technology relies predominantly on pool systems. The acquired

knowledge about pool storage is quite substantial.

The risks involved with pool storage lies primarily with human error, Should an

eaÍhquake occur, the pool may crack and allow the water to drain and the shielding
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would be lost. A different scenario might occur if the plant had to be evacuated.

The cooling system would be left unattended and in the event of a malfunction the

pool water could become hot and boil. Interaction between the zirconium cladding

on the rods and steam will ¡elease hydrogen. This could result in an explosion

that would open the building and the ¡adioactive material to the atmosphere.

5.2 Dry Storage

Concrete caniste¡s are presently used fo¡ "dry" storage. These containers consist

of 1 m thick concrete walls with two inner steel linings. They are about 2.5 m in

diameter, 5 m high, and contain approximately 4.4 tonnes of irradiated fuel.

Cooling of the canisters is provided by natural convection of the surrounding air.

Another type of concrete vault contains "thimble" h¡bes which consist of long

vertical tubes arranged in a vertical grid, A series of canisters is stacked

vertically within the tubes and welded shut. Cooling is provided by natural air

circulation around the tubes.

The advantage of dry storage over pools is (a) the cooling medium is unlimited

since it consists of the surrounding air, (b) low corrosion rates for the

canisters, (c) no power supply is needed since natural convection can be used, and

(d) the system requires very little surveillance.

5.3 Shallow Burial of Waste

France opened a new repository in 1991 for intermediate and low level waste [9],

Intermediate level wastes are stored below the ground surface in concrete boxes,
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with low level wastes being placed on top of the boxes. The waste is then covered

with an earth mound and grassed. Groundwate¡ will be monitored for contamination

and t¡eated if necessary. The wastes a¡e short-lived and will be monitored for a

period of 300 years, after which time the land may be reclaimed.

Approximately two-thirds of U.S. high level waste from defence materials is at rhe

Hanford Nuclear Reservation in Richland, Washington. The high level waste is

curently vifrified, placed into stainless steel containers, and placed in a

repository, while low level wastes are placed in near-surface vaults. Prior to

ushg the vitrification process at Hanford, single-walled ca¡bon steel ta¡ks

containing high level liquid waste were buried underground. A total of 450,000

gallons was found to have leaked from 20 of the 149 tanks in 1956. This case

reinforces the need to immobilize the waste in a solid stable waste form.

6.0 Proposed Permanent Storage Methods

The key objective of any nuclear waste disposâl pÌogram is to isolate the material

from the biosphere for a sufficiently long time to allow the waste to decay

naturally. Some of the decay curves of radioactive isotopes are presented in

Figure 6 [23]. There are several alternatives that could be used fo¡ per¡nanent

disposal, and these are described below.

6.1 Surface Disposal

It is possible to store waste i¡ canisters on the ground surface with a monitoring

system in piace. This is essentially the method in use today, Any problems that
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may occur during the life of the disposal site can be remediated without gteat

difficulty.

The major deficiency with this system is that the site will have to be monitored in

perpetuity. This leaves the burden of monitoring the waste of this generation to

the generations of the future, There a¡e no guarantees that society in the futu¡e

will be in a position to guard the ',vaste from the biosphere. The risks of wa¡s,

sabotage or other disasters also pose a major hazard.

6.2 Disposal in Glaciers

The nuclear waste could be inte¡red within glaciers such as those in G¡eenland or

the Antarctic. The thickness of the glaciers is 3000 m or more and could provide

adequate isolation. The heat generated by the canisters would cause them to sink

to the bottom of the glaciers. The glaciers are dynamic systems that migrate with

time. When glaciers move over hills and through valleys crevasses open and close.

There is a risk that the caniste¡s could be crushed either by movement wittrin the

ice or near the ice/ground interface which could accelerate the transmission of

radionuclides, Besides the questions of glacier stability there is also problems

with the legalities of this proposal. The Antarctic is controlled by an

international treaty, and neither Antarctica no¡ Greenland are Canadian territory.

6.3 Outer Space

With cur¡ent technology it is possible to send the waste to the sun o¡ other

planets. The problem with this idea is that ihe safeiy hazards during

transportation are enormous. The cargo of nuclear waste could break up within the
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earth's atmosphere and cause a global catâstrophe. The space shuttle Challenger

accident is a grim remi¡der that space lravel is not always safe. The oosts

involved also make this proposal prohibitive.

6,4 Salt Formations

Salt formations have been investigated in the U.S, as a geologically søble

formation fo¡ nuclear waste disposal. The existence of the salt, in itself, is an

indication that the area has not been subject to groundwater conditions for a long

time. At depths of 600 m the salt has self-sealing capabilities and good heat

conduction characteristics.

The formations contain traces of water which form brine pockets that could burst

due to heating by the waste, The salt is also corrosive and could cause the

canister to decay more rapidly, The glass in the vitrified waste may be affected

by increased temperature and could be etched by the hot brine. Another difficulty

with these fo¡mations is that they are generally an indicato¡ of the presence of

oil and natural gas. Exploratory drilling in the vicinity of a nuclear waste site

would prove hazardous,

6.5 Sea Burial

From 1949 to 7982, the UK dumped waste containers on the sea floor of the

north-east Atlantic until a moratorium vr'as imposed in 1985 at the London Dumping

Convention [8,10]. Mixing of the oceans is approximately 100 to 1000 years which

is too short a time and would result in damage to the ocean biota. As described

previously, organisms can reconcentrate radionuclides thât were originally dilute
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and permit their introduction i¡to the food chain. The decay of the canisters

would be accele¡ated by the ocean salt, thus allowing premature ¡elease of

radionuclides.

It is also proposed that nuclear waste be stored in caniste¡s within the ocean bed.

The sea floor spreads and subsides due to cooling and metalliferous deposition. As

a result an abyss is created and is filled by deposition processes with fine red

clay sediments. This produces an abyssal plain which is eventually subducted. It

is estimated that the entire process of sedimentation and subduction would take

about 200 million years.

The proposed site would be located within the central portion of a tectonic plate

which is stable from both a climatic and geological perspective. Plate boundaries

should be avoided to allow sufficient time fo¡ waste decay. It is uncertain how

heat will affect the sunounding medium. Should less waste be placed per canister

the affect of heating would be reduced, but more canisters would have to be used.

The Sandia National Laboratories is examining various sites on the sea floor to

determine the most suitable location for a 10,000 year storage span [14]. The

movement of the sea floor is about 100 m in 1000 years or about 10 cm per year. It

is possible to predict the location of volcanic activity and few catastrophic

geological events occur on the sea floo¡. The sedimentation process on the ocean

bottom is much simpler than on land with the exception of areas of strong bottom

currents, slumps, and turbidity. Geochemical data shows the sediments to be

uniform over an area as wide as 700 km apart. The deposition rate can be predicted

for diffe¡ent locations and depends primarily on climatic conditions.
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It is important that the nuclear waste site be in a remote area to avoid accidental

disturbance or collisions by passing vessels during r aste emplacement. Most

commercial fishing is performed aiong the edges of the oceans, while most oil

resources are found along the continental margins. Low grade nodules of trace

metâls can be found on the ocean floor, but would probably not be considered a

valuable resource due to their abundance and accessibiliry on land,

The United Kingdom is also srudying rhe possibility of deep sea disposal within

cavems or boreholes [22]. Access to the cavems would be from the coast o¡

platforms on the sea bed. The main risk with this type of disposal is during the

transport phase,

6.6 Crystalline Rock

The waste could be contained withi¡ a crystålline geological formation, provided

the rock can transmit heat sufficiently to prevent overheating and fracturing. The

rock mass should be homogeneous and free of any joints o¡ fractures to ensure a low

permeability. As mentioned previously, all areas that are earthquake-prone and

near minerâl resources should be avoided. The rock should be resistânt to changes

from irradiation by the waste.

The depth of the site should be sufficient that the \ryaste could not be affected by

glaciation, eustasy, or major climatic changes and should be an adequate distance

from any activity that may cause crustal instability such as large dams or deep

mining tll. It has been suggesterl that abandoned mines be used for deep disposal

of the waste. This would not be a good alternative since the mine may coniain many

f¡actu¡es and openings which were man-made but not ¡ecorded.
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The only path that ¡adionuclides could follow to the biosphere would be through the

groundwater. The rate at \,vhich the radionuclide can travel through the groundwater

depends on the immobilization of the waste, the rate of groundwater movement

through the rock, and the sorption capability of the rock on the radionuclides. A

small amount of gas evolves from the migrating waste \{ith the ¡adioactive isotopes

representing one-billionth of the total gases.

It is recognized that the shee¡ distance that the nuclideladen groundwater would

have to travel to reach the biosphere is not enough to isolate the ¡adionuclides.

Wastes such as neptunium-237, iodne-129, and plutonium-239 have halflives of 2.13

million, 17 million, and 24,000 years, respectively. G¡oundwater would certainly

pass through to the biosphere during these time frames. The sorptive capacity of

the ¡ock v/ould retard the radionuclide flow and allow them to decay naturally to

safe levels below the ground surface prior to release into the envi¡onment. The

nature of this adsorption depends on the physical and chemical characteristics of

the rock and also the mechanical and thermal stresses created during excavation and

emplacement,

Experiments with two longJived wastes, strontium-9O and cesium-l37, indicate that

strontium moves at less than 37o of the groundwater rate and cesìum much slower

[i6]. The experiment r¡/as performed on a sandy unconfined aquifer. Silts and clays

we¡e found to retard the flow still further. The flow of the radionuclides can be

complicated by the presence of acidic groundwater which can inc¡ease the transport

rate of some fission products,

There is evidence in nature to suggest that the solption characteristics of the

rock would be sufficient to p¡event migration of ¡adionuclides into the biosphere.
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A narural uranium ore body was discovered at Cigar Lake, Saskatchewan which had

undergone a nuciea¡ reaction 1300 million years ago, similar to the reaction that

occurs in a nuclear reactor. The used fuel was 98Vo unchanged and had not been

dissolved or transported by the groundwater.

Six natural ¡eactors were also discovered in Oklo, Gabon, West Africa [3]. The

reactions took place 1.7 billion years ago and continued for 100,000 years. The

uranium-235 content at the site lvas less than the normal 017o found in ore deposits

and r as li¡ked to the presence of fission products which were similar to those

found in man-made reactoÌs. The plutonium-239 was found to be well sorbed within

the rock mass along with about half of the other fission products. Only the highly

soluble and poorly sorbed products were released, thus indicating that a good

immobilization of the waste is necessary.

Resea¡ch is currently underway in Canada with regard to deep burial of high level

¡adioactive waste into a stable geological formation zuch as a granite pluton in

the Canadian Shield [2,7]. The i500 plutons in the Shield have been stable for

hundreds of millions of years and will probably continue to be stable. The

preferred pluton should contain a high feldspar and a low quartz content, since

quartz is sensitive to stress changes and has low adsorption capacity. The buriat

site would consist of a series of funnels and vaults approximately 2 km by 2 km at

a depth of 1000 m below the ground surface, The deeper the waste can be placed the

longer the flow path required for the radionuclide to travel to the biosphere.

Depths of about 1200 m should be avoided since there is a risk of rock bursting

inlo the excavated cavity due to pressure release. This site would have a storage

capacity of 191,000 tonnes which \ryould meet the produciion of nuclear waste until

the year 2035.
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The proposed boreholes of the repository would be 5 m deep anð 7,24 m diameter with

cânisters 2,25 m long and 0.64 m diameter. A sand-bentonite mixrure called

"buffer" would be used to seal the annular space between the canister and the ¡ock.

The mixture, by its nature, tends to swell when in contact with water' This

characteristic will seal the a¡ea between the canister and the rock, retarding

flow. In the United Kingdom ¡esea¡chers are currently studying grouting of the

canisters into place. The alkalinity of the concrete slows the corrosion of the

canister. It is estimated that the anaerobic corrosion of the steel would be 1 to

5 ¡rm/yr. If cracks form, normal grouts would not have the useful self-healing

characteristics of the clay.

The study of clays nea¡ volcanoes 1000 m below the island of Cötland in Sweden and

in Sa¡dinia show that clays can retain thei¡ swelling and sealing properties after

having been dried and cracked due to volcanic heating. Immediately after

emplacement, the buffer will be subjected to a period of heating (maximum 150'C)

while awaiting the return of original ground\,vatet levels. These initial stages may

cause the buffer to dry and crack, but once the buffer comes in contact with wate¡

it will swell and reseal the annulus. During the drying period the nuclea¡ waste

will be contained within the canister,

The safeguards of the Canadian contâinment system comprise seve¡al barriers which

include the container, sand-clay buffer, backfill, and depth of emplacement. The

waste itself is locked in ceramic pellets which are contained in zi¡conium tubes.

fie waste distribution within the tube consists of 99Vo in the pellets and 17o on the

irurer surface of the cladding. This portion on the cladding is the waste that

would be ¡eleased once the canister corrodes and leaks. The contai¡er is designed

to be highly insoluble to prevent dissolving of the waste and transportion through
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the groundwater. The canister is predicted to have a life of about 500 years and

would be composed of titanium or copper. The bundles are placed in carbon steel

tubes which are then placed within the canister. The space between bundles is

filled with glass beads to provide uniform support. Each canister can hold 72

bundles.

Currently the Underground Research Laboratory at Lac du Bonnet, Manitoba contains

experimental rooms at 240 m and 445 m depths, with hydrogeological testing to

1200 m.

It is estimated that 9 billion dollars will be spent on nuclear waste disposal at a

typical disposal site over its 70-year life. This represents L%o of the domestic

electriciüy costs. The construction of the facility will employ 1100 people during

the lO-year construction period and 600 people during the 4O-year waste emplacement

period. The vault will be monitored inside and out. Transportation of the waste

will be performed with heavy metal casks. Cunently, two interim âssessments have

been made in 1981 and 1985 and presented to regulatory and envi¡onmental agencies,

7.0 Discussion

It should be remembered that humari beings are fallible creatures, and it follows

that their creations are also fallibie. Therefore, regardless of the number of

redundant safely precautions, human efior can still present a risk to the operation

of a nuclea¡ reactor and the waste disposal system.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is the federal agency in the United States

that ensures public safety with regard to nuclear energy. Dr. Stephen Hanauer, a
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senior official of the NRC, kept a private file of safety problems that came to his

attention. This fiie is called the "Nugget File" and was compiled over a 10 year

period from 1966 to 1976 [28]. The file became available ro the public under rhe

Freedom of Information Act and shows a variety of "small" accidents that were

mainly caused by human er¡or. A few examples are presented below.

-Welding outfit left inside reactol vessel.

-The movement of the control ¡ods was opposite to the switch indicator.

-Hose from a well tap was connected to a radioactive waste tank rezulting in

contaminated drinking water.

-A tested circuit b¡eaker which should trip open and allow the control ¡ods to be

lowered would not function.

-Release of radioactive laundry water due to open valve in t¡ansfer line.

-Pressure cont¡olled vent valves open to the atmosphere,

-An emergency core cooling pump would not start because the fuses had been

left out.

-Electronics that tvere considered to have a high reliability failed due to poorly

soldered printed circuit boards,

-lncorrectly wired control panel would not allow lowering of control rods.

-Failu¡e of power distribution panel due to water infiltration caused by plugged

roof d¡ain.

-Electrical relays inoperable because they were painted.

These incidents did not result in catastrophic failure of the nuclear plants but an

accumulation of "small" events could lead to a major disaster. It is important

that the regulaling bodies enforce the rules on safe plani operation.
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8.0 Conclusions

The disposal progam for radioactive nuclear wastes must kept open to publie

scrutiny, and have envi¡onmental safety as the main priority. Interim storage of

these wastes cannot be performed indefinitely because there are too mâny

uncertainties regarding the ability of society to maintain these facilities into

the future.

Permanent deep disposal of radioactive waste in a geological formation is the

preferred option. Deep burial would provide the required isolation with the least

risk to public safety.

Further ¡esearch must be undertaken to determine the characteristics of

radionuclide transport from below the ground surface. Specific research must

establish the effects more soluble radionuclides such as iodine-129 and

technetium-99 have on the environment, a¡rd the mobilify of these ¡adionuclides

through the groundwater.
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Fig. 3 Construction of fuel bundles fo¡ the CANDU nuclear reactor (AECL, 1989).

Fig. 4 Schenratic representation of a nuclear chain ¡eaction and the moderating

neutrons (Kennedy, 1956).
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Table 3.1: Diffusion Test Results

LATEX MEMBRANE

Stage p'
(MPa)

Cell

Temperature

('c)

Volumetric

Strain Rate

(1olDay)

Room Temp.

Change

('ClDay)

1

2

4

5

6

0.6

0.6

1.5

3.0

6.0

9.0

17.

26

26

26

26

26

-0.0128

-0,0184

-0.0191

-0.0051

0.0003

0.0047

-0.42

-0.26

-0.41

0.20

0.04

0.08

SILICONE MEMBRANE

Stage p

(MPa)

Cell

Temperature

('c)

Volumetric

Strain Rate

(VolDay)

1

)

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

0.6

1.5

3.0

6.0

9.0

0.6

1,5

3.0

0.6

1.5

3.0

0.6

26

26

26

26

26

65

65

65

100

100

100

26

0.0336

0.1094

0.12t3

0.1472

0.1473

0,0843

0.20i5

0.2752

0.0504

0.3024

0.4389

0.0479

Note: For both tests Vo = 200 ml and uO = 1.0 MPa.
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Table 4.1: Results of Atterberg Limit Tests on Sodium Bentonite Clay

Liquid Limit Plastic Limit Plasticity Index

(7o) (7o) (7ol

1989 Oswell

1990 Lingnau

ßg2I Yarechewski

ßg2+ Yarechewski

228

222

236

208

N/A

186

t96

168

N/A

36

40

40

Noter: t Not d¡ied prior to testing.

* Oven-driett prior to testing,
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Table 4.2: Recompaction Measurements for Fi¡al Lift

Compression Compacted

Height

(rnrn)

Rebounded

Height

(mm)

1t

2

J

4

i00.00

99;12

99.58

99.56

100.57

100.29

100.14

100.00
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Table 4.3: Layer Height Variation

Layer Initial

Target

Heights

(mm)

Actual

Heights

(¡run)

Inverted

Target

Heights

(mm)

Final

Actual

Heights

(run)

I

2

4

5

Sum:

20.00

20.00

20,00

20.00

20.00

100.00

20.34

20.25

20.18

20.08

19.94

100.79

t9.78

19.92

20.03

20.09

20.18

100.00

20.t5

20.10

20.t\

20.tt

20.01
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TabIe 4.4: Dry Density Variation using Equal and Varied Target Heights

Dry Density (lutdrn3)

Layer Equal

Target

Heights

Varied

Target

Heights

1

)

4

5

1.632

t.645

1.652

1.650

1.682

1.677

t.672

t.679

1.6'74

t.682

Average:

Standard Deviation:

1.652

0.016

1.677

0.003

1,39



Table 5.1: Test Conditions at Constânt Mean Effective Stress

Test
Number

Mean Effective
Stress p'

(MPa)

Specimen
Temperature

("c)
Duration
(Days)

T1301 |

TßO2I

T1303

T1304

T1305+

T1306

T1307

T1308

T1309

T1310

1,5

1.5

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

1.5

3.0

1.5

3.0

27

65

26

65

100

100

65

100

100

65

7l

34

55

5'l

2T

28

t9

24

t9

15

Notes: I Sheared at p' = 1.7 MPa
+t Consolidation only

All tests conducted with a back pressure of 1 MPa, Specimens T1303

and T1307 we¡e also consolidated and sheared with a back pressure

of 7 MPa.
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Table 5.2: lnitial Specimen Conditions

Test Water
Number Content

(vo)

Bulk
Density

(Mglm')

Dry Clay Specific Saturation
Densitv Volume V,^ç
(Mg/m') (7o)

T1301

TT3O2

T1303

T1304

T1305

T1306

T1307

T1308

T1309

T1310

22.6

22.7

22.8

22.6

22.7

22.6

aa .1

22.7

22.8

22.4

2.036

2.040

2.032

2.036

2.035

2.037

2.033

2.034

2.043

2.032

1.661

t.663

1.654

1.660

1.658

1.661

1,.657

1.658

1.664

1.660

2.24

2.25

2.26

2.24

2.25

2.25

2.25

2.25

2.25

) )7,

97.6

98.2

97.5

97.5

97.7

97.7

97.4

97.4

98.8

96.6

Average 22.7

Standard 0.1
Deviation

2.036

0.003

1.660

0.003

2.25

0.01

97.6

0.5



Table 5.3: Specimen Water Contents

Water Content (7o)

Measured Calculated

Test Initial
Number

Final Final
Intemal Extemal

Initial Final Difference

T1301

T1302

T1303

11304

T1305

T1306

Ti307

T1308

T1309

T1310

22.6

)t '7

22.8

22.6

22;7

22.6

22.7

22.7

22.8

7)^

24.1

22.5

25.7

26.Q

24.4

24.5

27.7

19.6

2t.6

21.1

23.4

2t.6

25.1

25.2

23.9

24.2

25.4

18.8

2t.2

2t.3

22.6

21.0

20.3

t9.3

27.5

20.5

20.6

24.0

26.0

27.6

26.8

27.9

))o

21.7

23.8

19.s

25.6 21.2 2.9

0,3

1.6

2.4

3.4

4.8

a)

))

1.6
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Table 5.4: Consolidation Results

Consolidation

26oC Temperature 65oC or 100oC Temperature

Test Volumetric Lateral Duration
Numbe¡ Strai¡ St¡ain

(?o) (7o) (Days)

Volumetric Lateral Duration
Strain Strain
(Vo) (40) (Days)

T1301

"r1302

T1303

T1304

T1305

Ti306

Tt30'7

T1308

T1309

T1310

+1.0

+0.3

-4.1

-2.8

-1.9

-2.7

0.0

+1.3

0.0

+1.2

+0.1

+0.2

+1.6

+0.1

+0.1

+0,8

+0.2

+0.3

+0.2

+0.3

31

1

25

11

L4

10

4

6

+0.9

-2.8

-4.9

- 1.5

+0,4

+1.0

+0.6

+1.8

10

7

6

2

5

a

7

-2.6

-0.9

-0.3

4

4

-3.0

- 1.1
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Table 5.5: Shea¡ Rezults at Failure

Mean
Test Effective Specimen

Number Stress Temperature
p'

(MPa) Cc)

Volumetric Lateral
Strain Strain

Maximum
Deviator

S tress
o

(MPa)

Axial
Strain

(7o)(vo) (vo)

Ti301 t.7

T1302 1.7

T1303 0.6

T1304 0.6

T1306 0.6

Ti307 1.5

T1308 3.0

T1309 1.5

T1310 3.0

-2.7 5.0 1.10

-2.0 3.7 r.28

-3.9 't.8 0.59

-3.5 2.9 0.59

+0.5 1.6 0,68

-1.3 2.7 1.10

5.0 1.53

-2.4 3.1 r.08

6.3 l. t

2'l

65

26

65

100

65

100

100

65

+0.8

+0.4

-0.9

- 1.8

-J.J

0.0

0.0

-1.6

+1.9
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Table 5.6: Shear Moduli and Young's Moduli at 0.59.",

Shear Modulus Gro (MPa) Young's Modulus Eo (MPa)

1-Day

Test Sec, Tan. Sec. Tan. Sec.

2-Day 1-Day 2-Day

Tan.

T1301 45

T1303 58

T1304 39

T1306 3r

T1307 51

T1308 50

T1309 69

T1310 76

145 11,4

246 200

t28 100

155 111

162 129

156 118

257 203

186 t52

128 85

t02 79

115 9l

99 80

180 t47

1,57 114

34

52

30

28

43

36

56

54

35

29

45

33

51

67

)'7

23

26

41

48



Table 6.1: Equation Constants for Normal Consolidation Lines.

R2

100'c

Temperature

cru 3-541 0.171 0.95

cIÛ 3.102 0.121 Fir 3-050 0.121 Fir 2.950 0.121 Fir

CID' 2.981 0.084 Fit 2.818 0.076 Fir 2.778 0.091 Fir

65"C

Note: Equation has the form V" = N - l, ln p' with p' in kPa.

Test

Researcher Type

Saadat

Lingnau

Ya¡echewski

s
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Table 6.2: Equation Constants for Critical State Lines.

1000c

Temperature

Fir 2.930 0.L21 Fit

Fir 3.335 0.160 Fit

65"C

o.tzt

0.153

CIü 4.363 0.n9 0.97

crû 3.102 0.121 Fit' 3.020

ffi' 3.527 0.160 Fit 3.369

Note: Equation has the form V = f - À ln p' witlt p' in kPa.

Test

Researcher Type

Saadat

Lingnau

Ya¡echewski
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Silicone
Memb¡ane

Specimen

To AccumulatorTo Pore Fluid
System

Pore Pressure Transducer Cell P¡essure Transducer

Fig. 3.1 High temperan:re triaxial cell.
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Stainless Steel Piston

Brass Collets

Cup Seal SuPPort Plaæ

Locking Collar

Teflon Tube

Fig. 3.2 Piston locking mechanism in the head of the triaxial cell.
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To Nitrogen Tank BeCk Èqssure lun'C$q

Encl Cap

Differenti al Pressure fi4nglueer

Glass Graduated Burette

Sealing Rings
Clear Acrylic Tübe

To Nitrogen Tank

Copper Ttibing

End Cap To Pedestal

in Triaxial Cell

Fig. 3.3 Pore fluid system with Differential Pressure Transducer and Back P¡essure

Bur¡ette.
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Fig. 3.4 Lateral strain gauge.
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Thrust Bearings

Fig. 3.5 Hanger system for applying axial loads.



Fig. 3,6 Mould for forning silicone rubber nenbranes.



Silicone or Latex
Membrane

Sealing Rings

Mock Specimen

Fig. 3.7 New sealing apparatus employed for membrane leakage tests.
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Consolidation T1301. p' = 1.5 MPa, uu = 1'0 MPa, T = 27'C
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b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.
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a) Cell o, and Back P¡essure uo vs. Elapsed Time.
b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.
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Fig. 5.15 Consolidation T1308. p' = 3.0 MPa, uu = 1.0 MPa, T = 100'C

a) Cell 03 and Back Pressure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.
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a) Cell 03 and Back P¡essure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.
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a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time'
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a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time'
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Fig. 5.22 Shear Ti301. p' = 1.7 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 25"C

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs, Elapsed Time.
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a) Axial Strain e, vs. ElaPsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log e, vs' Elapsed Time.
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a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain er'

b) Deviator Stress q vs. Mean Effective Stress p'.
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Fig. 5.25 Shea¡ T1302. p' = 1.7 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa' T = 65'C

a) Cell o, and Back P¡essure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.
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Fig. 5.26 Shear T1302. p' = 1.7 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65'C

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e3 vs. Elapsed Time,
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Fig. 5.21 Shear T1302. Þ' = t.7 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65oC

a) Axial Strain e, v,s. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log è, vs. Elapsed Time.
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a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain el.

b) Deviator Stress q vs. Mean Effective Stress p'.
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Fig. 5.30 Shear T1303. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 7.0 MPa, T = 26oC

a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.
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Fig. 5.31 Shear T1303. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 7.0 MPa, T = 26"C

a) Axial Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log e, vs. Elapsed Time.
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Fig. 5.32 Shear T1303. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 7.0 MPa, T = 26oC

a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain er.

b) Deviator Stress q vs. Mean Bffective Stress p'.
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Fig. 5.33 Shear T1304. p' = 0.6 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 65'C
a) Cell o, and Back Pressure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specirnen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time,
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a) Volumetric Strain e" vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time'
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a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain e,.

b) Deviator Stress q ys. Mean Effective Sffess p'.
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b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.
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a) Volumetric Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time,
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Fig. 5.41 Shear T1307. p' = i.5 MPa, uo = 7,0 MPa, T = 65oC

a) Cell o, and Back P¡essure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.
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a) Voiumetric Stlain e* vs. Elapsed Time'

b) Lateral Strain e, vs. Elapsed Time'
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a) Axial Strain e, vs. ElaPsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log e, vs. Elapsed Time.
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Fig. 5.45 Shear T1308, p' = 3.0 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100oC

a) CelI o3 and Back kessure uo vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Specimen Temperature vs. Elapsed Time.
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Fig. 5.47 Shear T1308. p' = 3.0 MPa, uo = 1.0 MPa, T = 100oC

a) Axial Strain er vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log e, vs. Elapsed Time,
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a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain er,

b) Deviator Stress q vs. Mean Effective Stress p''
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a) Volumetric Strain eu vs. Elapsed Time.
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a) Axial Strain e, v,t. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log e, vs. Blapsed Time.
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a) Deviator Stress q vs. Axial Strain e1'

b) Deviator Stress q vs. Mean Effective Stress p"
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a) Axial Strain er vs. Elapsed Time.

b) Axial Strain Rate log è, vs. Elapsed Time'
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